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Discrete analytic function theory is concerned with a 
study of functions defined only at certain lattice points in 
the complex plane. As it is suitable for treating ordinary 
difference functions, the lattice of definition is usually 
taken to be the set of Gaussian integers. 
Since its comparatively recent beginnings in 1941, the 
subject has been extensively developed by numerous writers. 
The resulting theory has much in common with the theory of 
analytic functions of a continuous complex variable and of 
course has many distinguishing features. 
The theory of geometric difference functions 
constitutes an important branch of finite differences. An 
extension to discrete analytic function theory was carried 
out in 1972 by C.J. Harman. In this thesis an attempt has 
been made to extend Harman's theory by taking two bases p 
and q (o<p<l, o<q<l) as against a single base q (o<q<l) in 
Barman's theory. For this, a particular lattice is defined 
and a discrete analytic theory is derived which is 
applicable to geometric difference functions. 
Using p-difference and q-difference operators instead 
of derivatives to define a discrete analytic function, 
analogues for contour integration, Cauchy integral theorems 
and elementary functions are established. By defining 
discrete power series, results are found for the 
XV 
representation of a discrete analytic function as an 
infinite series. Several other results arising from the 
theory are obtained. 
The thesis contains six chapters. The I Chapter 
includes a resume of the research done in the field of 
geometric differences together with a review of the origins 
and developments of 'discrete analytic' function theory, and 
a summary of the basic results of the thesis. 
In II Chapter, a particular lattice, suitable for 
geometric difference functions in defined A class of 
functions named (p/q) - analytic functions (analogous to 
analytic functions) is defined on the lattice and properties 
of such functions are examined. 
In III Chapter the concept of a discrete line integral 
is defined which, in a sense, can be regarded as inverse of 
the^ , ^ operators. Properties studied in this chapter 
of these discrete line integrals exhibit a close analogy 
with the theory of continuous variables. Analogues for 
Green's Formula and Cauchy's Integral formula are also 
established. 
In IV Chapter, the discrete plane Q' is extended to 
include points on the positive half-axes. If a {p,q) 
analytic function is defined on a subset of Q' then it has a 
unique extension as a (p,q) - analytic function to certain 
other points of the discrete plane. An outline of results of 
this type is given and a method is devised for the 
continuation into Q' of functions defined on the axes. A 
convolution operator ensues (analogous to multiplication of 
functions in the continuation theory), and its properties 
examined. 
In V Chapter explicit examples of (p/q)-analytic 
funtions are considered. Using the continuation operator 
C and the operator *, discrete analogues of z and of 
polynomials ^ a^ z^ are obtained. Results comparable 
to classical powers and polynomials are determined and 
certain fundamental differences are noted. 
The discrete power z^^' and (z-z^)^'^^ can be uti-
lized in series of the form 
^ aj z<3) and ^ a- (z-z )^ 3) 
j=o j=o J 
In the last chapter series of the above type are 
used to obtain discrete analogues of the exponential 
(a) function and of the general power (z-z ) . Finally it is 
shown that (p,q)-analytic function can be represented by a 
discrete analogue of Maclaurin's series. 
In the end an exhaustive and up-to-date list of 
writings and original papers on the subject matter of this 




In the present thesis a d iscre te analytic function theory 
is constructed for geometric-difference functions on two bases 
p and q of a complex var iable . The theory of geometric diff-
erences const i tutes a par t icu lar branch of f in i t e differences 
with i t s own charac ter i s t ic notations and proper t ies . This 
chapter includes a resume of the research done in the field of 
geometric differences together with a review of the origins and 
development of d iscre te analytic 'function theory^ and a summary 
of the basic resul t s of the t he s i s . 
§ 1 . PRELIMINARIHS. Functions of a complex variable can be 
c lass i f ied in the following way. If 
i© 




i s dependent on ©, then the function i s said to be " polygenic" 
If the l imit is single-valued (independent of 9 ) , the function 
is " monogenic" . The study of functions of the l a t t e r type has 
of course developed into the wide f ie ld of analytic function 
theory of a continuous complex va r i ab l e . 
Discre t i sa t ion of sc ient i f ic models was in i t i a t ed much 
e a r l i e r in applied mathematics than the study of discrete analy-
t i c i t y . In c lass ica l physics, phenomena of discrete character 
are usually treated as continua by a 'smoothing out' process. 
The powerful tools of analysis and d i f fe ren t i a l equations are 
then applied.Ruack [lOO] and Heisenberg [68,69] are pioneers of 
the pr inciple of d i sc re t i sa t ion . Sc ien t i s t s f e l t dissat isf ied 
by the over-emphasis of the continuum structure imposed on 
sc ien t i f i c models. The important difference between continuum 
and discre te s t ructures is that infini tesimal i s not considered 
in the l a t t e r . In discrete theory, the l imi t of a quotient of 
infinitesimals of the continuum structure is replaced by a 
quotient of f in i t e quant i t ies . Ruack [lOO] argued that ' the 
d i f fe ren t ia l character of the pr incipal equations of physics 
implies that physical systems are governed by laws v;hich ope-
rate with a precision beyond the l imi t s of ver i f ica t ion by 
experiment. This appears undesirable from an axiomatic stand 
point ' . He suggested that more emphasis should be given to 
the use of difference calculus in physics. In the c lass ical 
f in i t e difference theory, functions v/hich are often defined 
on only a discrete set of points are usually treated as func-
tions of a continuous var iable . The established theories of 
analytic function theory can then be applied. 
The important aspects are that the fundamental ecuations 
must be capable of describing every feature of the experi-?nt 
and must not introduce extraneous or undesirable features. 
Discrete hodon and chronon are introduced in Physics in 
recent times. This shows an in te res t from the side of scien-
t i s t s towards d i sc re t i s a t i on . S t i l l , there is a task before 
the s c i en t i s t to overcome. The d i f fe rent ia l equations are to 
be recasted in the form of difference equations. 
In Margenau's [87] words, 'A word might be said about 
the reason why physicis ts are often re luctant to accept d i s -
cre teness . If i t were to be established as the ultimate pro-
perty of time and space, one or the another of two dras t ic 
changes in the theore t ica l description of nature would have to 
take place. One is the recasting of a l l equations of motion 
in the form of difference equations instead of d i f ferent ia l 
equations, and this i s most unpalatable because of the mathema-
t ica l d i f f i cu l t i e s attending the solution of difference equati-
ons. The other possible modifi-cation would involve the elimi-
nation of time and space coordinates from sc ien t i f i c descrip-
t ion' . 
Heisenberg is a powerful advocate of t h i s . To simplify 
the problem, f in i t e geometries of Veblen and others can be 
u t i l i zed or a continuous space time of the Minkowski form in 
which the events from a discrete l a t t i c e may be recommended. 
The most general form of a l a t t i c e is a sequence of 
complex numbers, preferably a dense subset which is also coun-
tab le . Accepting the postulate of ra t ional descript ion in 
Physics, the l a t t i c e of rat ional points in the complex plane: 
| ( p » q ) ; P,q£Q, the se t of rat ional numbers} wil l be the best 
choice to build a d iscre te function theory. 
In the e a r l i e s t works of discrete function theory, the 
a r i t h m e t i c a l l y spaced sequence , in p a r t i c u l a r the Gauss ian 
i n t e g e r s was c o n s i d e r e d . L a t e r in the b e g i n n i n g of two deca-
des back , a f u n c t i o n theory was deve loped on the s e t of geome-
t r i c a l l y spaced s e q u e n c e . No work i s done so f a r in the 
g e n e r a l s e t . 
Now d i s c r e t e f u n c t i o n theory has grown to an e s t a b l i s h e d 
branch of M a t h e m a t i c s . The i m p o r t a n t problem i s as E . T . Bel l 
p u t s , 'A major t a k s of f/iathematics today i s to harmonise the 
con t inuous and the d i s c r e t e to i n c l u d e them in one comprehen-
s ive Mathemat ics and to e l i m i n a t e o b s c u r i t y from b o t h ' . Again 
a major t a k s of d i s c r e t e a n a l y s t s i s the u n i f i c a t i o n of known 
the or ie s . 
| 2 . HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS 
The theo ry of d i s c r e t e f u n c t i o n s has i t s beg inning from 
1941 th rough a d i s t i n g u i s h i n g pape r of R . P . I s a a c [72] who 
modif ied the concep t of monogeneity and i n t r o d u c e d the not ion 
of a ' m o n o d i f f r i c f u n c t i o n ' , i . e . one t h a t s a t i s f i e s , 
f ( z + l ) - f ( z ) 
f ( z + l ) - f ( z ) = ; i = f Z I . . . ( 1 . 2 . 1 ) 
Using this concept of a difference quotient instead of 
a der iva t ive , Isaacs constructed a theory for functions defined 
only on the set of Gaussian integers (points of the form 
m + in; m,n in tege r s ) . Isaacs [72,73] in fact defined two 
types of discrete functions. Those sat isfying (1.2.1) he termed 
'monodiffric functions of the f i r s t k ind ' . Functions s a t i s -
fying 
f(z+i) - f ( z - i ) 
f(z+l) - f (z - l ) = . . . (1.2.2) 
he called 'monodiffric functions of the second kind'. In each 
case the domain of definition of the function was the set of 
square lattice points - the Gaussian integers. He studiec 
integration, residues, discrete powers and polynomials. Two 
of the major difficulties in discrete function theory are 
(l) the usual product of two discrete analytic functions in a 
domain is not discrete analytic in that domain and (2) the 
usual power of z are not discrete analytic in any domain in 
the discrete space. Isaacs himself realized these aspects and 
introduced the analogues. 
In 1944 Ferrand [43] introduced the idea of a 'preholo-
morphic' function by means of the diagonal quotient equality 
f(z+l+i) - f(z) f(z+i) - f(z+l) 
= ... (1.2.3) 
1+i i-1 
which i s e s s e n t i a l l y equiva len t to the d e f i n i t i o n of functions 
of the second kind (1 .2 .2 ) given by I s a a c s . 
The development in d i s c r e t e funct ion theory , was slow 
for more than a decade from Fe r r and ' s work, though Ter rac in i 
and Romanov contr ibuted in t h i s decade to d i s c r e t e function 
theory . The awakening was made by R . J . Duffin [33] in 1956. 
He [33-4C] modified Fe r rand ' s theory and extended the r e s u l t s 
to the realm of Applied Mathematics by d i scuss ing opera t iona l 
ca lcu lus and Hi lbe r t transform. P ioneers of h is school of 
d i s c r e t e function theory are Duris [ 3 7 , 3 8 ] , Rohrer [4C], 
Pe te rson [39] and Kurowski [ 8 2 - 8 5 ] . Duffin [34] introduced 
rhombic l a t t i c e to develop p o t e n t i a l theory . He a lso studied 
Yukawa p o t e n t i a l theory in the d i s c r e t e space of Gaussian 
i n t ege r s [ 3 5 ] . Duffin and Duris [38] studied d i s c r e t e product 
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and discrete pa r t i a l d i f ferent ia l equations. 
The Russian school of discrete function theory of which 
the leading names are Abdullaev [3 -6 ] , Babadanov [5 -5] , Chumakov 
[29] , S i l i c [lOl] and Fuksman [45], has improved the theory by 
introducing different l a t t i c e , construction of a discrete 
analytic function and so on. In par t icu la r , Chumakov [29] 
developed semi-discrete function theory and S i l i c [lOl] invest i -
gated physical models in discrete function theory. 
Hayabara [60-66], Deeter and Lord [31] developed opera-
tional calculus for discrete functions. 
The school led by Deeter, whose distinguishing figures 
are Berzsenyi [17-19], Deeter and Mastin [32] has studied 
discre te functions in I s sac ' s d i rec t ion . Perry studied genera-
lized discrete functions. 
Abdullaev, Babadzanov and Hayabara developed discrete 
theory of higher dimensions. Kurowski [82-85] introduced a 
function theory in the semi-discrete l a t t i c e . Transform 
techniques were analysed by many like Duffin [33,36] and Bednar 
[14] , Mastin [32] , Ferrand [43] and Issacs [72,73] constructed 
t h e o r i e s of conformal r e p r e s e n t a t i o n . Tu [112-117] discussed 
d i s c r e t e d e r i v a t i v e equat ions and gave a gene ra l i s a t i on of 
monodiffric f unc t i ons . The d i s c r e t e theory was extended by 
Hundhausen to harmonic a n a l y s i s . Deeter [30] and Berzsenyi [ l9 ] 
gave comprehensive bibl iography of d i s c r e t e function theory . 
All the works so far explained are mainly in the se t of 
Gaussian i n t e g e r s . Harman [54-59] developed a d i sc re t e function 
theory in the geometric l a t t i c e , by u t i l i z i n g the q-difference 
theory developed by Jackson, Hahn and Abdi. D i f f e r e n t i a t i o n , 
i n t e g r a t i o n , convolution product , polynomial theory and confor-
mal mapping v/ere discussed by him. He a lso modified the con t i -
nuat ion opera tors of Uuffin, Kurowski and Abdullaev using q-
d i f fe rence theory and incorporated the convolution product with 
i t . As aga ins t the c l a s s i c a l case , the fundamental theorem of 
algebra does not hold good in d i s c r e t e function theory . I s s ac s , 
Te r r ac in i and Harman inves t iga ted the roo t s of d i s c r e t e poly-
nomials * 
La te r Ze i lbe rge r [131-139] introduced a few r e s u l t s such 
as d i s c r e t e powers and e n t i r e funct ions in the se t of Gaussian 
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i n t e g e r s . Recently Subhash Kak [ l05] extended Duff in ' s theory 
of H i l b e r t transform to the realm of e l e c t r o n i c s . Mugler [94] 
also s tudied exponent ia l func t ions . Velukutty [121-122] studied 
q-monodiffric and b i a n a l y t i c f unc t i ons . Mercy [89-91] extended 
the pseudoanaly t ic theory of Bers [15-16] in the l i g h t of 
Harman's work. Vijay Kumar [123-126] studied holometric space. 
Khan [81] obtained t ransformat ions of d i s c r e t e hyper-
geometric funct ions which he introduced by using d i s c r e t e power 
(n) 
z given by Harman. Harman [59] a lso studied d i s c r e t e func-
t ions on a r a d i a l l a t t i c e . 
§3 . DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS. For | q | < 1, l e t 
[a] = (1-q ) / ( l - q ) . . . (1 .3 .1 ) 
[ a ] ^ ^ ^ = [ a ] ^ = [ a ] [ a + l ] . . . [ a + n - l ] ; [ a ] Q = 1 . . . (1 .3 .2) 
[n ] j 5 [ 1 ] ^ ^ ^ = ( l - q ) y ( l - q ) . . . (1 .3 .3) 
a a a+1 a+n-1 a 
( q ) n = (a)^^q = (1-q ) ( l - q ) . . . ( l - q ) ;( q )Q = 1 . . . (1 .3 .4) 
(a ) n a . 
^^ ^n=^(°^r) )n ,q= -l^ ^^ ^^n • ' • ^ l ' ^ - ^ ) 
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a n ( n + l - 2 a ) / 2 n 1-a 
(q )_r, = q ( -1) / ( q ) ^ . . . ( 1 . 3 . 6 ) 
a cc ^"^^ 
n - 1 
( l + x ) ^ = ( l + x ) ( l + q x ) . . . ( 1 + q X ) ; ( 1 + X ) Q = 1 . . . ( 1 . 3 . 8 ) 
(1+x) = l im ( l + x ) „ . . . ( 1 . 3 . 9 ) 
n—•> oo 
n n [ n ] l ^ ^^ n n 
where m and n a re n o n - n e g a t i v e i n t e g e r s . 
The q-ana logue of a b inomia l p r o d u c t , e x p o n e n t i a l 
f u n c t i o n , Sin x, Cos x, gamma f u n c t i o n and Besse l f u n c t i o n are 
g iven below: 
n 
a oo l - ( y / x ) q 
^^-yK = ^ JL t ^ ] . . . (1.3.11) 
"""^ l - ( y / x ) q 
Bas ic e x p o n e n t i a l s 
• 1 ^ 
oo n oo X 
e_(x) = n [ l - x q ] = Z . . . ( 1 . 3 . 1 2 ) 
^ n=0 r=0 ( q ) ^ 
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r r ( r - l ) / 2 
(-1) q r 
E_(x) = (l-x) = E X . . . ( 1 . 3 . 1 3 : 
Basic trigonometric functions 
2r+l 
sin^ X =-i j [e (ix)-e (-ix)] = Z (-1) . . . (1.3.14) 
"^  ^ ^ r=0 (q)2^^^ 
2r 
, oo r x 
cos X = •i [e (ix)+e^(-ix)] =Z (-1) . . . (1.3.15) 
^ ^ ^ ^ r=0 (q) 2r 
2r+l 
oo T - r q 2r+l 
Sin X = ~ [E (ix)-£ (-ix)] = Z (-1) " x . . . (1.3.16) 
r=0 / ^ 
^^^2r4-l 
r(2r-l) 
oo , - r q 2r 
Cos„ X =-k [E (ix)+5 (-ix)] = Z (-1) x . . . (1.3.17) 
^ ^ <^ "^ r=0 (q)2^ 
where x < 1. 
Basic gamma function 
a-1 
JZ (x) = (l-q)jj^_j,/(l-q) , (a =j= 0 , -1 , -2 , . . . ) . . . (1.3.18) 
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In order to formulate q-addition theorem we also need 
to define the following notations (see Hahn [ l9]) : 
Let 
f(x) = Z a_ x^ . . . (1.3.19 
r=0 ^ 
be a power series in x. Then 




t oo t 
f(-- -) = i: a . . . (1.3.21: 
[x-y] r=0 "^ (x-y)^ 
S t i l l another q-concept of importance is that of 
q-integration. Jackson [77] in 1910 f i r s t introduced this 
concept as the inverse operator of the q-difference operator, 
v iz . , 
f(x) - f(xq) 
°q X ^^^^ =^a ^^^^ ^ T T " " ; ' i^l + ^ • •• (1-3-22) 
^* ^ (l-q)x 
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The q - i n t e g r a t i o n opera tor was denoted by him as 
- 1 1 
D ^ f(x) = / f ( x ) d ( x , q ) ' . . . (1 .3 .2 ; 
^''^ (1-q) 
I t i s apparent t h a t i f f i s d i f f e r e n t i a b l e then 
l im D f(x) = 4 | . . . (1 .3 .2^ ; 
I t was not u n t i l 1949, t h a t an extensive and r igorous 
study of q - i n t e g r a t i o n was made by Hahn [49] and l a t e r in 1951, 
by Jackson [79] who studied the fundamental p rope r t i e s of the 
-1 
inverse operation D f(x) and showed that, under certain 
q , X 
cond i t ions , the q - i n t e g r a l tends to the Riemann in tegra l as 
q > 1 . 
The d e f i n i t e q - i n t e g r a l s are defined by 
X 
f (x ) d ( x ; q ) = f ( x) - f (0 ) . . . ( 1 . 3 . 2 5 ) i ^q.x 




/°"f ( t ) ci(t;q) = / f ( t ) d ( t ; q ) - / f ( t ) d ( t ; q ) . . . (1 .3 .27 : 
X 0 0 
Correspondingly, the q - i n t e g r a l s can be defined by the 
r e l a t i o n s 
/ f ( t ) d ( t ; q ) = x ( l -q ) ? q*^  f (x q ) . . . (1 .3 .28) 
0 n=0 
/ f ( t ) d ( t ; q ) = x ( l -q ) F q f (x q ) . . . (1.3.29; 
X n=l 
/ f ( t ) d ( t ; q ) = (1-q) E q f (q ) . . . ( 1 . 3 . X ) 
0 n=-oo 
and so the convergence of the q - i n t e g r a l i s determined by the 
convergence of the corresponding q-sum. 
Throughout t h i s t hes i s a no t a t i on of the type (1 .2 .3) 
wi l l mean 3rd equat ion of the 2nd a r t i c l e of 1s t Chapter. Also 
(1 .2 .3 -5 ) w i l l mean ( 1 . 2 . 3 ) , (1 .2 .4 ) and ( 1 . 2 . 5 ) . 
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4 . DISCRETE (p,q)-DIFFERENCE FUNCTIONS. 
D i s c r e t e f u n c t i o n t heo ry i s concerned wi th a s tudy of 
f u n c t i o n s d e f i n e d on ly a t c e r t a i n l a t t i c e p o i n t s in the complex 
p l a n e . Using o r d i n a r y - d i f f e r e n c e o p e r a t o r s i n s t e a d of d e r i v a -
t i v e s , I s a a c s [72 ] in 1941 i n t r o d u c e d the concep t of a d i s c r e t e 
a n a l y t i c f u n c t i o n s d e f i n e d on the s e t of Gaussian i n t e g e r s . The 
s u b j e c t was g iven impetus by a number of ma thema t i c i ans but t h e i r 
works were main ly in the s e t of Gauss i an i n t e g e r s . The theory of 
geome t r i c d i f f e r e n c e or ( p , q ) - d i f f e r e n c e f u n c t i o n s a re a g e n e r a -
l i z a t i o n of o r d i n a r y d i f f e r e n c e s and c o n s t i t u t e an i m p o r t a n t 
branch of f i n i t e d i f f e r e n c e t h e o r y . In c o n t r a s t to the a r i t h -
met ic spac ing of the Gauss ian i n t e g e r s ( f i x e d d i s t a n c e between 
two l a t t i c e p o i n t s ) Harman [ 5 7 , 5 8 ] deve loped a theory fo r 
f u n c t i o n s d e f i n e d on a l a t t i c e w i th geome t r i c spac ing ( p o i n t s 
.. m , n , 
of the form ] ( + q x , + q y ) » q f i x e d , m,n i n t e g e r s [ ) . 
In t h i s t h e s i s a t h e o r y has been deve loped for f u n c t i o n s def ined 
on a l a t t i c e whose p o i n t s i n the f i r s t quad ran t of the complex 
p lane a re as g iven below: 
/• m n 
K = j ( p x^ ,q y ^ ) ; m , n £ Z the s e t of i n t e g e r s , 0 < p < 1, 
0 < q < 1 , (x^^,y^) f i x e d , x^ > 0 , y^ > o ] . 
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The geometric p a r t i a l d i f fe rence opera to rs ^ and 
q»y 
1 are defined as fol lows: 
, , , f (z) - f (px,y) 
' ^ P ' ^ ( l - p ) x 
^ , , f (z) - f (x,qy) 
Q ^ [ f ( z ) ] = . . • (1 .4 .2) 
^ ^ ' ^ ( l - q ) i y 
where f i s a d i s c r e t e func t ion . The two opera tors involve a 
basic t r i a d of po in t s denoted by T(z) =< ( x , y ) , ( p x , y ) , ( x , q y ) / . 
If D i s a d i s c r e t e domain, then a d i s c r e t e function f is said 
to be ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c a t Z£D i f 
^ p , , [ f ( ^ ) ] = Jq,y[ f (^) ] ••• (1-4.3) 
If in add i t ion t h i s equa l i t y holds for every z<£D such 
t h a t T ( z ) c D then f i s said to be ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c in D. A 
d i s c r e t e ana ly t i c cont inua t ion opera to r C defined by 
oo (1 -q )^ , J n J 
^ j=0 ( 1 - q ) . ' ^P ' ' ^ 
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so t h a t 
oo (1-q) j . j 
f (z) = C [ f ( x , 0 ) j = E ( iy ) ^ _ „ [ f ( x , 0 ) ] . . . ( l ^ . s ; 
^ j=0 ( l - q ) j ^* 
Thus the opera tor C enables funct ions defined on the axes to 
be continued in to the complex plane as ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c functions 
The convolution operator * i s defined as follows: 
( f*g) (z ) = Cy[ f (x ,0 )g (x ,0 ) ] 
«> (1-q) 3 3 , 
= S ( iy) J [ f ( x , 0 ) g ( x , 0 ) ] . . . (1 .4 .6) 
j=0 ( l - q ) j '^P,x 
This opera tor * preserves most of the important p roper t i e s 
of the c l a s s i c a l opera t ion of m u l t i p l i c a t i o n . 
The cont inua t ion operator C has also been used to derive 
n (p ,q) -analogue of the function z ; n a non-negative i n t e g e r . 
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5 . SUMN\ARY OF BASIC RESULTS 
The above o u t l i n e of the h i s t o r y of d i s c r e t e a n a l y t i c 
f u n c t i o n theory have been g iven in o r d e r to i n d i c a t e the mo t i -
v a t i o n behind t h i s t h e s i s . A d i s c r e t e a n a l y t i c t heo ry i s evolved 
fo r geome t r i c d i f f e r e n c e f u n c t i o n s . The fo l lowing summary of the 
b a s i c r e s u l t s of the t h e s i s i s g i v e n . 
The concep t of q - i n t e g r a t i o n de f ined and developed by 
J a c k s o n , Hahn, Abdi and o t h e r s i s ex tended i n t o the complex 
m , n , 
p l a n e , compris ing l a t t i c e p o i n t s of the form (+ p x > + q y ) 
where m,n are i n t e g e r s . A c l a s s of f u n c t i o n s [ ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c ] 
de f ined on t h i s s e t i s examined and a d i s c r e t e a n a l y t i c func t ion 
theo ry i s e v o l v e d . 
D e f i n i t i o n s of ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c f u n c t i o n s and ( p , q ) - c o n t o u r 
i n t e g r a l s analogous to the monod i f f r i c concep t s of I s s a c s are 
e s t a b l i s h e d . This l e a d s to a t h e o r y which has both s i m i l a r i t i e s 
and marked d i s s i m i l a r i t i e s wi th the monod i f f r i c theory of o r d i n a r y 
d i f f e r e n c e f u n c t i o n s . 
I s a a c s [ 7 2 j , Kurowski [84] and Be rz seny i [ 1 7 , 1 8 ] have 
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obtained monodiffric analogues of cer ta in Cauchy integral 
theorems.Using the (p,q)-contour in t eg ra l , r esu l t s are obtained 
here for (p ,q)-analyt ic integral theorems, culminating in an 
analogue of Cauchy's integral formula. 
A discrete analytic continuation operator C is 
devised which enables functions defined on the real axis to be 
continued into the complex plane as (p ,q) -analy t ic functions. 
This process (in fact an analogue of Taylor 's theorem) is of 
fundamental importance to the development of the subsequent 
theory. 
An important jiroblem in discre te analytic function theory 
is the construction of an analogue for mul t ip l icat ion. An ope-
rator * is sought such that if f,g are two discrete analytic 
functions, then f*g is also d iscre te ana ly t ic . At the same 
time the operator * should re ta in many of the desirable algebraic 
propert ies of the c lass ica l operation of mul t ipl icat ion. Isaacs 
[73] defined the 'product ' of two discre te functions, provided 
one of them were a polynomial. Berzsenyi [l8] constructed 
several convolution integrals which served as an analogue for 
mul t ip l ica t ion . 
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Kurowski [84] defined a product in terms of a continua-
tion operator. His product lacked cer ta in features recfuired of 
an analogue for mul t ip l ica t ion. A similar approach is used here 
for (p ,q) -ana ly t ic functions, but i t i s seen that the resulting 
operator * preserves most of the important propert ies of the 
c lass ica l operation of mul t ip l ica t ion. 
The continuation operator C i s used to derive (o ,q) -
(n) 
analogues of the function z ; n a non-negative integer. 
Such analogues have baen obtained in the mononiffric theory, out 
in the case of (p ,q) -analy t ic functions the form of the function 
appears to be simpler and hence more amenable to aoolications. 
Discrete pov\er ser ies of trie se functions can be formed and 
several resu l t s are found in connection with the representation 
of (p ,q)-analyt ic functions as power s e r i e s . 
CHAPTER I I 
(p,q)-ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS AND THEIR PROPERTIES 
Discre te a n a l y t i c theory i s concerned with complex 
valued functions defined a t c e r t a i n l a t t i c e po in t s in the 
complex p lane . In t h i s chapter a p a r t i c u l a r l a t t i c e , su i table 
for geometric d i f f e rence funct ions i s de f ined , A c l a s s of func-
t ions named ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c funct ions (analogous to ana ly t i c 
funct ions) i s defined on the l a t t i c e and p rope r t i e s of such 
funct ions are examined. 
§ 1 . NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS AND THE LATTICE- In order to 
cons t ruc t a d i s c r e t e a n a l y t i c theory for geometric difference 
funct ions of a complex va r i ab le i t i s necessary to introduce a 
s u i t a b l e l a t t i c e . 
For convenience only the f i r s t quadrant of the complex 
plane i s considered. The complex number 2 i s used synonymously 
with i t s components ( x , y ) . Now consider the geometric l a t t i c e 
K = ] ( p x^tq^y^); m,n£Z the s e t of i n t e g e r s , 
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o < p < l , o < q < i , (xo,yo) f ixed , XQ > o, y^ > o j 
In what follows z £ K , z = (x ,y ) = (p x^^q y^) , 
DEFINITION 2«1.1« The ' d i s c r e t e p l ane ' Q with r e spec t to some 
fixed po in t z = (x ,y ) in the f i r s t quadrant, i s defined by 
the s e t of l a t t i c e p o i n t s , 
Q =• ) (? X , q y ) ; m,n£Z the s e t of in t ege r s r . 
DEFINITION 2 .1 »2« Two l a t t i c e p o i n t s , z^, ^^^^SQ are said 
-1 
to be ' a d j a c e n t ' if ^^^^ i s one of ( p x ^ , y . ) , (p x ^ , y . ) , 
- 1 
(Xi ,qyi ) or (x^ ,q y^) . 
» 
Fig 1 shows a por t ion of Q . 
DEFINITION 2 . 1 . 3 . A ' d i s c r e t e curve ' C in Q connecting 
ZQ to z Lidenoted by the sequence 
C S < Zo»Zi ,Zn > , 
where ^^^f^i+ij i = 0 , 1 , , ( n - l ) , are adjacent po in ts of Q' 
Y 
'8 7^ h 
t X t I 
h ' 5^ 
X X X X 
^2 ^3 H 
X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
)I X X X X I X 
— ^ ^ X 
riC IfilTICE 
POINTS ZpZj, , Zg m. SI\1H 8T 
Jj = (P« lY ) . 2^ ' P* •"'1' '» '3 • * ' " '» ^^IP * •''^  ' 
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If the p o i n t s are d i s t i n c t (z^ )= z . ; i J= j ) then the 
d i s c r e t e curve C i s said to be ' s i m p l e ' . 
DEFINITION 2 . 1 . 4 . A ' d i s c r e t e closed curve' C in Q i s given by 
the sequence < Z Q , Z , ,Z2» • • • ' fZ > where <ZQ ^ I » • • • • t^n-l'* ^^ simple 
and z^ = z^. 
o n 
Denote by C the continuous closed curve formed by 
joining adjacent points of the discrete closed curve C. Then 
C encloses certain points of Q, denoted by Int (C). 
DEFINITION 2.1.5. A 'finite discrete domain' D is defined as 
D = ( Z £ Q ' ; Z C U Int (C) j . 
In general a 'discrete domain' D is defined as a union 
(infinite or otherwise) of finite discrete domains. 
d(D) denotes the discrete closed curve around the finite 
discrete domain D i.e. d(D) =D - Int (D) . 
DEFINITION 2.1.6. A 'basic set' with respect to z £,Q is 
defined as 
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S(z) =j(x,y), (px,y), (px,qy), (x,qy) 1 , 
and the discrete closed curve around S(z) is denoted by 
d(S) a<(x,y), (px,y), (px,qy), (x,qy), (x,y)> (2.1.2) 
The order of p o i n t s of d(S) as in (2 .1 .2 ) i s said to 
be p o s i t i v e d i r e c t i o n . The reverse sequence i s denoted by -d(S) 
I t i s ev iden t from the above d e f i n i t i o n s t h a t a d i s c r e t e 
domain D i s composed of a union of bas ic s e t s . F i g . 2 i l l u s -
t r a t e s some of the above n o t a t i o n s . 
DEFINITION 2 . 1 . 7 . Funct ions defined on the poin t s of a d i sc re te 
domain D are said to be ' d i s c r e t e f u n c t i o n s ' . 
DEFINITION 2 . 1 . 8 . The p-d i f ference and q-difference operators 
J and 1 ,, are defined as fo l lows: 
J „ Jf(z)] = (2.1.3) 
^^'"^ ( l- 'P)x 
f (z ) - f(x,qy) 
j„ Mz)] « 2.1.4) 
^ ^ ' ^ (l-q)iy 
^3 





5 - Uj.i2.»3 *I9'*ll} 
"^(D) -' <j| , i2 H'hi'h^ 
lat(D) -- d i j ) 
B(xl) -- {j l , !2.xll .xl0} 
umLi 
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where f i s a d i s c r e t e func t ion . 
§ 2 . (p,q)-ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS- The two opera tors (2 .1 .3 ) and 
(2 .1 .4 ) involve a ' b a s i c t r ead ' of p o i n t s denoted by 
T(z) = j ( x , y ) , ( j 3 x , y ) , ( x , q y ) ] . (2.2.1) 
Let D be a d i s c r e t e domain. Then a d i s c r e t e function 
f i s said to be ' ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c ' a t z £ D if 
^ p , , [ f ( z ) ] = ^ „ y [ f ( ^ ) ] (2.2.2) 
If in addi t ion (2 .2 .2 ) holds for every z£D such tha t 
T(z)G,D then f i s said to be ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c in D. . . ( 2 .2 .3 ) 
For s imp l i c i t y i f (2 .2 .2 ) or (2 .2 .3 ) holds , the common 
opera tor ^r i s used where 
f ( z )= :a z + p i s a t r i v i a l example of a ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c function. 
The theory of ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c funct ions i s e s s e n t i a l l y 
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related to the monodiffric scheme of Isaacs, Kurowski and 
Berzswnyi. 
S 3. PROPERTIES- The operator R ^ is defined as 
•> P»ci 
Rp^q[f(z)] =[(l-p)x-i(l-q)y] f(x,y)-(l-p)x f(x,qy) 
+ i(l-q)y f(px,y) (2.3.1) 
where f : K > £ . 
R„ „ f(z) is called (p,q)-residue of the function at z. 
From (2.2.3) it is easily seen that f is (p,q)-analytic 
in a discrete domain D iff 
R^ „[f(z)] = 0, (2.3.2) 
P»M 
for every z £ D with T(z)sD. 
Since a discrete domain D is the union of basic sets 
S so if the discrete domain D is given by 
N 
D = U S(z.), 
i=l ^ 
then the ' subdomain Dj.' i s defined by 
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Dj^  =|^z^; i = 1,2, , N } (2.3.3) 
(p,q)-analytic functions have certain properties which 
are similar to those of the classical differentiable functions, 
as indicated in the following theorems: 
THEOREM 2.3.1. If a discrete function f is (p,q)-analytic in 
D, then ^f is also (p,q)-analytic in Dj.. 
PROOF- Let z^ Dj^ » i.e., S(z)oD. 
From (2.2.3) and (2.2.4), we have 
for 2 = (x,y), (px,y) or (x,qy). 
By (2.3.1) , we have 
Rp,q[(^f(z)] =^(l-p)x- i(l-q)y}Jf(z) 
-(1-p) x^ f( x,qy)+iy(l-q) ^ f(px,y) 
= (l-p)x [r5f(z) -^f(x,qy)] 
-i(l-q)y Q5f(z) -^f(px,y)] 
and so by (2.1.3) and (2.1.4), we get 
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Hence by (2.3.2) ^ f is (p,q)-analytic in U^, 
From the definitions it is readily seen that ^  is a 
linear operator and hence the following theorem holds: 
THEOREM 2.3.2. The class of (p,q)-analytic functions in D 
forms a vector space over the field of complex numbers. 
The following is an inmediate consequence. 
CPROLLARY 2.3.1. The sum of a finite number of (p,q)-analytic 
functions is (p,q)-analytic. 
The limit of a convergent sequence of (p,q)-analytic 
functions is itself (p,q)-analytic as shown by 
THEOREM 2.3.3. If> f^j is a pointwise convergent sequence of 
(p»q)-analytic functions in D with limit f, then 
(i) f is (p,q)-analytic in D, and, 
(ii) lim ^f^Cz) =^f(2), z£D. 
n—> oo 
PROOF- ( i ) L e t z £ D , t h e n , 
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R^  „C f (z) ] = f (1-p) ^'(^ 1-q) iy I f (z ) 
P» 4 L -^  
- ( l - p ) x f ( x , q y ) + i ( l - q ) y f ( p x , y ) 
= ( ( l - p ) x - ( l - q ) i y l l i m f ( z) 
*• J n—»> eo 
- ( l - p ) x l im f ^ ( x , q y ) + i ( l - q ) y l i m f^ (px ,y ) 
= lim [{(l-p)x-(l-q)iy]f„(z) 
n—>«» 
- ( l - p ) x f ^ ( x , q y ) + i ( l - q ) y f ^ ( p x , y ) ] 
= J ^ ^ ^ , < , [ V ^ > 3 . 
Now since f^^ is (p ,q) -analy t ic in D, i t follows 
from (2.3.2) that 
%J'n^^^'^ =° 
and so R„ „ [ f ( 2 ) ] = 0 . 
Hence f i s ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c in D . 
fAz) - f n (px ,y ) 
( i i ) l i m ^ f ^ C z ) = l im — 2 
n—>oo n~> CO ( l - p ) x 
f ( z ) - f ( p x , y ) 
( l - p ) x 
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= 4[f(z)3 
This proves the theorem. 
00 
COROLLARY 2»3«2. If f = S g^ is a convergent series of 
j=0 J 
discrete functions g^, (p,q)-analytic in D, then 
(i) f is (p,q)-analytic, and 
(ii) ^ f = E ^g. in D. 
j=0 ^ 
^ 4 . ANALOGUES OF CAUCHY-RIEMANN EQUATIONS- Analogues for the 
Cauchy-Riemann condi t ions and Lap lace ' s equation can be obtained 
as fo l lows: 
Let f(2) = u( z) + i v(z) be a ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c function 
such t h a t u,v are r e a l . Then, by ( 2 . 2 . 2 ) , 
^ p , ^ [ u ( z ) + iv(z)3 =^q^y[u(z ) + iv(z)3 
and s ince p] i s a l i n e a r opera to r , 
^2 
Since i^^ „ i s r e a l , equat ing r e a l and imaginary p a r t s 
' g»y 
gives 
* . . • • (2.4*1) 
the analogue of Cauchy-Riemann c o n d i t i o n s . 
Combining the above two r e l a t i o n s y i e l d s . 
f3p,x "• (^(3q,y) ] u(z) = 0 , (2.^.2) 
with a s imi la r r e s u l t for v ( z ) . This i s a d i s c r e t e analogxie of 
Lap lace ' s equation and i s s imi la r to the analogue obtained oy 
I saacs [72] for monodiffric func t ions . 
CHAPTER I I I 
COMPLEX INTEGRALS OF DISCRETE FUNCTIONS 
The concept of a d i s c r e t e l i n e i n t e g r a l i s defined in 
t h i s chapter which, in a sense, can be regarded as inverse of 
the /^D X ' /3 V o p e r a t o r s . P r o p e r t i e s studied in t h i s chapter 
of these d i s c r e t e l i n e i n t e g r a l s e x h i b i t a close analogy with 
the theory of continuous v a r i a b l e s . Analogues for Green's 
Formula and Cauchy's In t eg ra l formula are also e s t a b l i s h e d . 
§ 1 . THE DISCRETE LINE INTEGRAL- If z . and z.^^^ are two 
' a d j a c e n t ' p o i n t s of some d i s c r e t e domain D, then z . . must 
be one of the fol lowing: 
- 1 - 1 
(pXj ,y j ) , (Xj»qyj) , (p Xj,yj) or ( x j , q y j . 
The ' d i s c r e t e l i n e i n t e g r a l ' from z . to z . , of a 
d i s c r e t e function f, i s defined as 
^j+1 f ( ^ j + l - ^ j ) ^ ( ^ j ) 5 V l = ^ P ' ^ j ' y j ^ °^ (Xj.,qyj) 
/ f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) =« 
z^ - 1 - 1 
[^^j+i"^j^^^^j+i^»^j+i=^P ^y^3^ ^^ ^^y^ Yj^ 
. . . . . v ^ * l * l y 
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In general i f C = < Z Q , Z , , . . . . , z > i s a d i s c r e t e curve 
in D, then the d i s c r e t e l i ne i n t e g r a l from z^ to z^ along 
C i s defined as 
n 
''n n-1 ^j+1 
/ f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) = I f f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) 
'0 j=0 z 
• • • • • ( 3 * 1 tid.) 
J 
For example, the d i s c r e t e l i n e i n t e g r a l around the curve 
- 1 - 1 
C = <(x ,y ) , (px ,y ) , ( p x , q y ) , ( x , q y ) , (p x,c[y),(p x,y)> 
i s given by 
( p ' ^ x , y ) 
/ f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) 
(x ,y) 
(px,y) (px.qy) (x,qy) ( p " x,qy) (p" x,y) 
(x ,y) (px,y) (px,qy) (x,qy) ( p ' x,qy) 
f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) 
= ( p - l ) x f(x,y) + ( q - l ) i y f(px,y) + (1-p) x f(x,qy) 
- 1 - 1 - 1 
+ (p - l ) x f(p x,qy) + ( l - q ) i y f(p x,y) 
For convenience the discrete line integral around a 
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discrete curve C wi l l also be denoted as / f( t )d( t ; p , q ) . 
C 
§2. PROPERTIES OF THE DISCRETE LINE INTEGRAL- The following 
elementary properties of the discrete line integral are imme-
diate consequence of its definition: 
(i) Let C^=<Zo»^i ' V "^^"^  ^ 2 =^^m'^m+l V 
be two discrete curves in D. If f i s a discrete function 
defined on D then 
/ f ( t ) d ( t ; p ,q ) + / f ( t )d ( t ;p ,q ) = / f ( t)d( t ;p,q) . . . (3.2.1) 
^•t Wrt U » " ^ ^ Q 
Where C^ + C2 = <z^,Zi 2^,z^^^ z^> 
( i i ) If C = <ZQ,ZJ^, '^n-l'^n** "then - C denotes the 
sequence in the reverse order, <^n»^n-l* *^l*\)^' 
I t follows that 
/ f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) = - / f ( t ) d ( t ; p ,q ) (3.2.2) 
C -C 
(iii) If a denotes a scalar constant then. 
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/ a f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) = a / f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) (3 .2 .3) 
C C 
( iv ) If f ,g are two d i s c r e t e func t ions then 
/ [ f (t)-»-g( t) ]d( t ; p , q ) = / f ( t)d( t ; p , q ) + / g ( t) d( t ; p , q ) 
c c c 
( 3 . 2 . 4 ) 
Thus the sum of a f i n i t e number of d i s c r e t e functions 
may be in tegra ted term by term. Under c e r t a i n cond i t i ons , term 
by term in t eg ra t ion can be extended to i n f i n i t e s e r i e s . 
(v) A formula for change of v a r i a b l e i s given by 
-m 
^n m A 2U .m 
/ f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) = )^ / f( X t ) d ( t ; p , q ) 
where \ = p or q. 
, m m I 
(Note t h a t if t £ Q then (p t , q t)f Q also) 
Another d i s c r e t e l ine i n t e g r a l can be defined by, 
^n n-1 ^j+1 
/ f ( t ) | d ( t ; p , q ) | = E / ' f( t ) | d( t ; p , q ) | , 
where 
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/ f ( t ) | d ( t ; p , q ) | = 
'^>l-^jl^^'j^'Vl=^P'j'^J^ °^  ^^j'^ ^j^ 
- 1 - 1 
l U j + l - Z j | f ( Z j ^ l ) » Z j + l = ( P Xj,yj) or ( x j , q y. 
This i n t e g r a l i s ev iden t ly i n v a r i a n t under change of 
d i r e c t i o n of the d i s c r e t e curve C, i . e . , 
/ f ( t ) ! d( t ; p , q ) I = / f ( t) 1 d( t ; p , q) I 
^0 ^n 
or / = / 
C -C 
where C = <z--,z. , . . . . ,z > 
Several theorems involving the above definitions of 
discrete integrals and their properties are now considered. 
THEOREM 3.2.1. If f is a discrete function and C is a 
discrete curve in D, then 
I / f(t)d(t;p,q)| < /lf(t)ld(t;p,q)l 
C C 
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PROOF- If C = <z^,2^, ,z^> then. 
I /f(t)d(t;p,q)| = I "z f(t)cl(t;p,q)| 
n-1 , ^ j+1 
< 2 I / f(t)d(t;p,q) 
3^ z 
Hence by (3.1.1), (3.2.5), 
I /f(t)d(t;p,q)| < "E^ / ^*V(t)|d(t;p,q) 
C j=0 z. 
/|f(t)|d(t;p,q)| . 
COROLLARY 3.2.1. If max | f(t) | = M, and L denotes the 
n-1 
•curve length' E jz. - z.|, then 
I /f(t)d(t;p,q)| < ML 
PROOF- By theorem 3.2.1, 




< Z | 2 . - z . j M 
= ML. 
Disc re te funct ions involving a parameter can be defined. 
Some r e s u l t s are now considered. 
Let P be a given se t of complex numbers and D a 
d i s c r e t e domain, such t h a t f ( z ; ? i ) i s a d i s c r e t e function 
for each A 6 P ^nd zg,D. 
If lim f ( z ; A ) =<t'(z)» then the l i m i t w i l l be termed 
A£P ° 
•uniform' i f , given £ > 0 there e x i s t s a J > 0 such tha t if 
1 >i - ;^Q1 < S then | f ( 2 ; 7 i ) - (t)(z)| < £ for a l l z a C, 
where *^  i s independent of z . 
With t h i s d e f i n i t i o n the following theorems are obtained, 
THEOREM 3 . 2 . 2 . I f l im f ( z ; ;^) =»(()( z) i s uniform for 
2£.C, then 
lira / f ( t 5 ; \ ) d ( t ; p , q ) = / 4 ) ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) . 
AEP ^ 
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PROOF- By uniformity , given £> 0 there e x i s t s a £> 0 
such t h a t i f | / \ - ^ Q | < ? then 
p | f ( z ; A ) - (j)(2)| < - for a l l zSC, 
L 
By corollary 3.2.1, 
I / [f(t;;i) -(t)(t)] d(t;p,q)| < £ L = £ , 
C L 
and so 
lim / [f(t;;>i) - (t)(t)]d(t;p,q) = 0. 
/^£p ^ 
Also by (3.2.4), 
lim / f(t;;»i )d(t;p,q) = / ())(t)d( t;p,q) . 
A£.P ^ 
This proves the theorem. 
An extension to property (iv) which follows from the 
above theorem is 
oe 
THEOREM 3 . 2 . 3 . If the s e r i e s E g^Cz) of d i s c r e t e functions 
j=0 J 
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g . converges un i fo rmly fo r a l l p o i n t s of a d i s c r e t e curve C, 
then the s e r i e s may be i n t e g r a t e d term by term along the curve 
C. 
PROOF- I f f ( z ; i ) i s de f ined by 
f ( 2 ; h = I g . ( z ) 
" j=0 J 
then i t i s r e a d i l y seen t h a t uniform convergence of the s e r i e s 
oo 
£ g^(z) i s e q u i v a l e n t to the uniform l i m i t of the sequence of 
j=0 ^ 
f u n c t i o n s f ^(^5 ^) j • 
T h e r e f o r e , 
1 ~ 
l ira f ( z ; ^ ) = S g . ( z ) , 
r^->oo ^ j=0 J 
and by theorem 3 . 2 , 2 , 
n 
r Z g i ( z ) d ( 2 ; p , q ) = l im f Z g .( z)d( z ; p , q ) 
r i=0 ^ n—>«. C j=0 ^ C 3 
Hence by p r o p e r t y ( i v ) , 
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oo n 
/ S g . ( z ) d ( z ; p , q ) = lim i f g.( z)d( z;p,q) 
C j O -^  rt—> oo j=0 C -J 
= I / g . ( 2 ) d ( z ; p , q ) , 
j=0 C J 
which proves the theorem. 
The condi t ion of uniformity in the above theorem is only 
requi red when the d i s c r e t e curve C c o n s i s t s of an i n f i n i t e 
number of p o i n t s . When the curve i s f i n i t e , only pointwise 
convergence is needed. 
Mult iple i n t e g r a l s of d i s c r e t e funct ions can be defined 
as the following theorem i n d i c a t e s : 
THEOREM 3.2»4. Let C^ = <2Q,2J^, . . . . . ,z^> and 
^2 ~ *^^o*^l'* * * ' ' ^ ' ^ ^^ ^^^ d i s c r e t e curves in Q . If f(z;w) 
i s a d i s c r e t e funct ion defined for z £ C , , wfiC^ then, 
/ [/ f ( z ;w)d(z ;p ,q ) ]d (w;p ,q ) 
S 1^ 
= / [ / f (z ;w)d(w;p ,q)3d(z ;p ,q) . 
PROOF- If 2.,z._j_^  and Wj^,Wj^_j_j^  are adjacent points of C^, 
C2 respectively, then z^ ^^ ^ is one of 
-1 -1 
(pxj,yj), (Xj,qyj), (p Xj.y^) or (Xj,q y^) 
and w. , is one of 
-1 -1 
(puj^ ,vj^ ), (Uj^ ,qvj^ ), (p u^ ,Vj^ ) or (Uj^ ,q Vj^ ) 
where Zj = (xj,yj) and Wj^  = (uj^ ,Vj^ ) 
Hence 
^k+1 ^j+1 
/ [ / f(z;w)d(z;p,q)]d(w;p,q) 
^k ^j 
admits the possibility of sixteen pairings for w, . , w. and 
The case z^ ^^ ^^  = (px ,y ) , w^_^^ = (P^ jj^ v^ )^ is now 
considered. By (3.1.1), 
^k+1 ^j+1 




= / ^(^j+1 " ^ j ^ f (2j ;w)]d(w;p,q) 
^ k 
2 
= ( p - 1 ) u^ Xj f(Zj;Wj^) . 
In a s imi l a r manner, 
^j+1 ^k+1 
/ [ / f ( z ;w)d(w;p ,q ) ]d (z ;p ,q ) 
= ( p - 1 ) Xj Uj^  f(Zj;wj^) 
and so 
*k+l ^j+1 ^j+1 y+1 
f f' = f f ( 3 . 2 . 6 ) 
^k ^j ^j *k 
This r e s u l t holds for the other f i f t e e n p a i r i n g s of ^'t+i »^u 
and z . , , z . as can e a s i l y be checked as above 
Now 




= Z / [ / f ( z ; w ) d ( z ; p , q ) ] d ( w ; p , q ) 
k=0 Wj^  C^ 
m-1 ^k+1 n -1 ^j+1 
L / [ 2 / f ( z ; w ) c l ( z ; p , q ) ] d ( w ; p , q ) 
k=0 Wj^  j O z . 
m-1 n -1 ^k+1 ^j+1 
Z Z S [ f f ( z ; w ) d ( z ; p , q ) ] d ( w ; p , q ) 
k=0 j=0 Wj^  z . 
from ( 3 . 2 . 4 ) . Using ( 3 . 2 . 6 ) and i n t e r c h a n g i n g the two sums, 
the r e s u l t of the theorem f o l l o w s . 
^ 3 . INTEGRALS OF (p,q)-ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS- The d i s c r e t e l i n e 
i n t e g r a l de f ined in ( 3 . 1 . 1 ) i s r e l a t e d t o the monod i f f r i c 
i n t e g r a l de f ined by I s a a c s [ 7 2 ] , and as such has s i m i l a r p r o -
p e r t i e s . The f o l l o w i n g theorems are ana logues of I s a a c ' s 
r e s u l t s and a re g iven f o r c o m p l e t e n e s s . 
The analogue of Cauchy* s i n t e g r a l theorem i s 
THEOREM 3 . 3 . 1 . I f f i s ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c in D then the d i s -
c r e t e l i n e i n t e g r a l around every d i s c r e t e c lo sed curve in D 
i s z e r o . 
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PROOF- The d i s c r e t e domain D c o n s i s t s of a union of bas ic 
s e t s (see ( 2 . 1 . 2 ) ) . Let 8(2) be an a r b i t r a r y basic s e t in 
D. The in t eg ra l around t h i s s e t i s given by 
/ f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) 
d(S) 
' (px,y) (px,qy) (x,qy) z 
/ + ; + / + / 
z (px ,y ) (px,qy) (x ,qy) 
f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) , 
and by (3 .1 .1 ) 
/ f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) = ( p - l ) x f ( z ) + ( q - l ) i y f(px,y) + ( l - p ) x f(x,qy) 
d(S) 
+ ( l - q ) i y f(z) 
= - [ { ( l - p ) x - ( l - q ) i y } f(z) - ( l - p ) x f ( x , q y ) + ( l - q ) i y f ( p x , y ) ] 
%J'^^^^ 
and s ince f i s ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c a t z so by (2 .4 .2) R [ f ( z ) ] ' 
P » Of 
and hence 
/ f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) = 0 
d(S) 
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Now if S, = S(z,) and $2 = S(Z2) are two adjoining 
basic sets in D (see fig.3), then since 
Z5 ^2 
/ f(t)d(t;p,q) = - / f(t)d(t;p,q) 
^2 ^5 
it follows that, 
/ f(t)d(t;p,q) + / f(t)d(t;p,q) = / f(t)d(t;p,q) 
d(S,) d(S^) C 
But by the above / _ f(t)d(t;p,q) = / f(t)d(t;p,q) = C , 
giving 
d(Sj^ ) d(S2) 




similarly if D = U S(z.), it follows that 
i=l •J 
N 
/ f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) = 2 : / f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) 
d(D) j = l d (S j ) 
= 0 




C = < ^^,^2,^y^^,^y^^^,^^) 
J - i 
FIG'JFE 3 
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The converse of the above is an analogue of Morera's 
Theorem given by 
THEOREM 3«3.2. If the discrete integral around every discrete 
closed curve in D is zero, then f is (p,q)-analytic in D. 
PROOF" From the previous theorem, if S(z) is a basic set of 
D then 
R« if(z)] = - / f(t)d(t;p,q) 
P'^ d(S) 
= 0 by assumption. 
Hence by (2 .3 .2 ) f i s ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c a t z, and s imi l a r ly a t 
a l l o the r po in t s of D, proving the theorem. 
The ' d i s c r e t e i n d e f in i t e i n t e g r a l ' i s defined as 
z 
F(z) = / f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) (3 .3 .1) 
a 
where a,z belong to some d i s c r e t e domain D and a i s fixed 
THEOREM 3 . 3 . 3 . (The fundamental theorem). 
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I f f i s ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c in D, then 
F(z) = / f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) 
a 
i s i ndependen t of the d i s c r e t e curve in D from a to z 
PROOF- Le t C^ = <a = Z Q , Z J ^ , Z 2 , , z = z> 
2 ~ ^^ ~ ^ » l » * * • * • »^ni ~ ^^ 
be two d i s c r e t e c u r v e s in D. 
By ( 3 . 2 . 1 ) , ( 3 . 2 . 2 ) , 
/ f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) - / f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) = / f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) 
where 0^^-02 = <a = z^ . z^ , z ^ = z = Z^,Zjj^3^, ,ZQ = a>. 
Hence Cj '^^ ^o ^^ ^ d i s c r e t e c lo sed curve and by theorem 3 . 3 . 1 , 
/ f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) - / f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) = 0 
C^ C, 
which p roves the theorem. 
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From the above theorems several c o r o l l a r i e s follow. 
COROLLARY 3 . 3 . 1 . If f i s ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c in D and 
C = < Z Q , Z . , ,z > i s a d i s c r e t e curve in D then 
^n 
/ f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) = F(2^) - F ( Z Q ) 
^0 
^n ^0 
PROOF- F ( Z ^ ) - F ( Z Q ) = / f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) - / f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) 
a a 
^n 
= [ / + / ] f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) 
^ ^0 
and so by (3 .2 .1 ) and theorem 3 . 3 . 3 . , 
^n 
F(z^) - F ( Z Q ) = / f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) . 
^0 
COROLLARY 3 . 3 . 2 . If f i s ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c in D then 
( i ) F i s ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c in D and 
( i i ) ^ F = f. 
PROOF- ( i ) Let a , z 6 D . By (2 .3 .1 ) 
Rp^q[f(z)] = [ ( l - p ) x - ( l - q ) i y ] F( z)-( 1-p) xF( x,qy)+( 1-q) iyF(px,y) 
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2 (x,qy) (px,y) 
[{(l-P)x-(l-q)iy} / - (l-p)x / +(l-q)iy / ]f(t)d(t;p, 
(x,qy) (px,y) 
-(l-p)x / f(t)d(t;p,q)+(l-q)iy / f( t)d( t;p,q) 
z z 
= - (l-p)x [(q-l)iy f(z)] + (l-q)iy |(p-l)xf(z)] 
= 0. 
Hence F(z) is (p,q)-analytic in D. 
(ii) Since F(z) is (p,q)-analytic, 
F(z) - F(px,y) 
(l-p)x 
1 z (px,y) 
- [ / - / ]f(t)d(t;p,q) (1-p)x a a 
1 z 






COROLLARY 3 . 3 . 3 . If f i s ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c and 
C = < 2 Q , Z , , ,z^> in D then 
z 
/ f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) = f(z^) - f(2 ) . 
^0 
The proof uses the methods s i m i l a r to the above and 
so i s omit ted. 
z 
COROLLARY 3 . 3 . 4 . If Fj^(z) = / f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) and 
a. 
F2(z) = / f ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) 
ao 
then F^(z) == F2( z) + W( z) where W i s a r b i t r a r y funct ion, 
p -pe r iod ic in x-coraponent and q -pe r iod ic in y component i . e . 
W(z) =W(px,y) =W(x,qy) (3 .3 .2) 
PROOF- Let W(z) = F ^ ( z ) - FgC z ) , t hen , 
^W(z) =f3F^(z) - ^ F 2 ( z ) 
= f(z) - f (z) 
= 0 . 
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Hence, 
W(z) - W(px,y) 





^^^^W(z)= _ _ _ _ = 0 
These give 
W(z) = W(px,y) = W(x,qy) 
which is the required result. 
Such a function is 
W(z) = (t)p(x) (t)q(iy) 
where (j) ( x) i s P i n c h e r l e ' s p -pe r iod ic function defined by 
a+n 1-a-n - 1 
a-p oo ^ ( l - q x) ( l - q x ) ^ 
(|) ( x ) = X Ti 
"=<^  I (l-qP+" x) d-q^-P-"^ x-^) 
and (J) ( iy) i s P i n c h e r l e ' s q -per iod ic func t ion . 
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S 4 . CAUCHY'S INTEGRAL FORMULA- In order to develop d i s c r e t e 
analogue of Cauchy*s i n t e g r a l formula i t i s a l so necessary to 
introduce the concept of ( r , s ) - a n a l y t i c func t ion . 
- 1 - 1 
If r = p and s = q then r > 1 and s > 1 . 
Let the opera tors ©_ _, 9 be defined in a manner s imi la r 
r , z s j y 
to the opera tors ^ p , x ' r 5 q , y -
f(z) - f ( rx ,y ) 
^*^ ( l - r ) x 
f(2) - f (x , sy ) 
^»y ( l - s ) i y 
A discrete function f, defined on Q is said to be 
'(r,s)-analytic' at z if 
©. Jf(z)] = ©c J.^^^)^ (3.4.1) 
r,X s,y 
and the common operator is denoted by ©• 
Much of the theory that has been, and is subsequently 
developed for (p,q)-analytic functions, applies directly to 
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( r , s ) - ana ly t i c functions. 
Now equation (3.4.1) i s equivalent to B_ FgCz)] = 0 
P » M 
where the operator B^ _ i s defined as 
Pf q 
B^  [g(z)] =f(l-r)x-(l-s)iyl g(z)-(l-r)x g(x,sy) 
P » M ^ •> 
+ ( l - s ) i y f ( rx ,y ) 
^ - 1 - I n -1 - 1 
= ^ ( l - p ) x - ( l - q ) i y j g ( 2 ) - ( l - p ) x g ( x , q y) 
- 1 - 1 
+ (1-q ) i y g(p x,y) (3 .4 .2) 
The following d e f i n i t i o n of a ' con jo in t l i n e i n t e g r a l ' 
i s the (p ,q ) - func t ion analogue of the one introduced by Isaacs 
[ 7 2 ] . 
If C = < Z Q , 2 , , , z > i s a d i s c r e t e curve in D, and 
if f and g are two d i s c r e t e func t ions , then the conjoint 
l i n e i n t e g r a l along C i s defined as 
Zn ' n-1 ^j+1 
/ ( f ® g ) ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) = r / ( f ® g) ( t )d ( t ; p , q ) 




/ (f e g)(t)d(t;p,q) 
< 
(Zj^j^-2j)f(zj)g(zj^j^); for 
j^+1 -(P'S'^J^ or (x.,q-V^) 
(3.4,3) 
The following two theorems are (p,q)-analogues of non-
diffric results give by Kurowski [84] and Berzsenyi [18]. The 
proofs are essentially the same and so are omitted. 
THEOREM 3.4.1. If f is (p,q)-analytic and g is (r,s)-
analytic in D then, 
/ (f ©g)(t)d(t;p,q) = 0 
C 
where C i s any closed curve in D. 
THEOREM 3 . 4 . 2 . If D i s a f i n i t e d i s c r e t e domain and if f 
and g are d i s c r e t e funct ions defined on D, then 
/ (f e g ) ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) = Z [ f ( t ) B„ ^ g(pS ,qo) 
d(D) t £D . , P ' ^ 
N 
= t s D ^^^^^ ^ » q ^^^^ 'q<^)-g(ps »q<')Rp,q f ( t ) ] 
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where Dj. i s given by (2 .3 .3) and t = 5 + i(J so t h a t 
f ( t ) a f ( ^ , a ) . 
The l a t t e r theorem i s the (p ,q) -analogue of Green 's 
I d e n t i t y 
If f is (p,q)-analytic, then since R f = 0 the 
following holds. 
COROLLARY 3.4.1. If f is (p,q)-analytic on some finite 
discrete domian D then 
/ (f ©g)(t)d(t;p,q) = Z f(t) B^^g(pf,qa). 
d(D) t£D^ P'^ 
A discrete function G is called a 'singularity 
a 
func t ion ' if i t s a t i s f i e s 
B p , q [ G , ( t ) ] =^ 
1 ; t = a, a = aj^  + iau 
(3.4.4) 
.0 ; t 4 a; a» t£Q 
If such a function can be found then corollary 3.4.1 reduces 
to 
- 1 - i / ( f @G ) ( t ) d ( t ; p , q ) = f (p a , , q a^) , 
d ( D ) ^ •*• "^  
an analogue of Cauchy's i n t e g r a l formula. 
CHAPTER IV 
DISCRETE ANALYTIC CONTINUATION AND CONVOLUTION 
The d i s c r e t e plane Q' i s extended to include points on 
the p o s i t i v e h a l f - a x e s . If a ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c function is d e f i -
ned on a subset of Q' then i t has a unique extension as a 
( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c function to c e r t a i n o ther poin ts of the d i s c r e t e 
p l ane . An out l ine of r e s u l t s of t h i s type i s given and a method 
i s devised for the cont inuat ion in to Q* of functions defined 
on the axes. A convolution ooerator ensues (analogous to 
m u l t i p l i c a t i o n of functions in the con t inua t ions theory) , anc 
i t s p r o p e r t i e s examined. 
§ 1 . BOUNDARY CONDITIONS- (a) The (p ,q ) -d i f f e r ence operator 
R , defined in ( 2 . 3 . 1 ) , involves a basic t r i a d of c o i n t s , P»q 
T(z) = | z , ( p x , y ) , (x ,qy) j . , . (see (2 .2 .1 ) ) 
From (2 .3 .2 ) i t follows t h a t given the value of a ( p , q ) -
ana ly t i c function f a t any two p o i n t s of T ( z ) , then i t i s 
uniquely determined a t the th i rd p o i n t . 
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In fact, 
f ( 2 ) = 
( l - p ) x f ( x , q y ) - i ( l - q ) y f ( p x , y ) 
( l - p ) x - i ( l - q ) y 
f ( p x , y ) = 
f ( x , q y ) = 
( l - p ) x f ( x , q y ) - ^ ( l - p ) x - i ( l - q ) y } f ( z ) 
i ( l - q ) Y 
{ ( l - p ) x - i ( l - q ) y ] f ( 2 ) + i ( l - q ) y f ( p x , y ) 
( l - p ) x 
. . ( 4 . 1 . 1 ) 
(b) From the above i t i s e a s i l y v e r i f i e d t h a t i f a ( p , a ) -
a n a l y t i c f u n c t i o n f i s de f ined a t the h o r i z o n t a l s e t of 
p o i n t s ] {p x , y ) ; m£Z Y then i t can be un ique ly cont inued 
as a ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c f u n c t i o n to a l l p o i n t s of Q' belo.v 
t h i s s e t , i . e . f a l l p o i n t s of the f( orm 
r III n 
S^(P x ,q y ) ; . m £ Z ; n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . . j ) . 
( c ) S i m i l a r l y i f the f u n c t i o n f i s d e f i n e d on the v e r t i c a l 
s e t j ^ ( x , q y ) ; n £ Z | , then f has a unique c o n t i n u a t i o n 
as a ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c f u n c t i o n to a l l p o i n t s of Q' to the 
l e f t of t h i s s e t , ( i . e . a l l p o i n t s of the form 
^ m n 
| ( p x , q y ) ; n £ Z ; m = 0 , l , 2 , } ) . 
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m (d) If f i s defined on the s e t s ^ ( p x , y ) ; m^LZJand 
^ n 
W x , q y ) ; n = 0 , - 1 , - 2 , 1 ( see f i g . 4a) then i t has 
a unique con t inua t ion as a ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c funct ion to 
a l l poin ts of Q ' . The r e s u l t for the region to the l e f t 
and below these s e t s follows from boundary cond i t ions (b) 
and ( c ) . The value of f a t the point C (see f i g . 4a) 
i s given by the va lues of f a t A,B by boundary condi-
t ion ( a ) . S imi la r ly the function f i s determined uniqu-
ely at a l l o ther l a t t i c e poin ts in the region R, (po in t s 
(J- m n 
of the form j (p x,q y ) ; m = 0 , - 1 , - 2 , ; n = 0 , - 1 , - 2 , . . .1 ) 
c ^ 
(e) If f i s defined on the s e t s , W p x , y ) ; m = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . 
C " 
and j ( x,q y ) ; n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . ( see f i g . 4b) then by 
repeateJ aoDlicat ion of boundary c o n i i t i o n (a) the func t ic i 
has unique cont inua t ion into the rec tangula r region 
/• m n 
\{p x,q y) ; m = 0 , 1 , 2 , ; n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . , . .]• denoted by R2 
in f i g . 4b. 
The above boundary condi t ions are the (p ,q ) -ana logues 
of r e s u l t s in monodiffric theory ou t l ined by I saacs [72] and 
Berzsenyi [ 1 8 ] . 
The following theorem is s imi l a r to a r e s u l t of Berzsenyi 
B I 





-I -X - I - •X ( 1 . 7 ) 
•iy i^ X 
usm.^1 
6 1 
and the proof, being equiva len t , i s omi t ted . 
THEOREM 4 » 1 . 1 , Let D be a f i n i t e d i s c r e t e domain and f be 
a ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c funct ion defined on the boundary po in t s d(D). 
Then there e x i s t s a unique ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c function g, defined 
on D such tha t f = g on d(D) . 
In fac t more than t h i s i s t r u e . A function defined on 
the boundary d(D) can also be continued to c e r t a i n po in t s 
outs ide D as fol lows: 
The d i s c r e t e domain D cons i s t s of a union of basic 
s e t s , i . e . a union of l a t t i c e poin ts of the form 
D = {(p X, q y) ; i ^ I , j £ J J 
where I , J are s e t s of in tegers determined by D. Let 
nu = rain i 
^ i £ I 
ttp, = min j 
I' ^  = max i+j 
-^  i ^ I 
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d^ = | (p x,q y);j = n^ ,^ n^+l, '(^Q-mp)] 
I2 =e(p x,q y ) ; i = nv,, ITIQ+I , ,(Mp-np) 
i j 
£3 =UP x,q y) , i+j = }^^ where i = m^, rn^+l, ....Mj^-n^ 
and j = HQ, n^+l, jM^-mj^j. 
Figure 5 i l l u s t r a t e s the above n o t a t i o n . The boundary 
d(D) i s indicated by the so l id l i n e . £^ . i s given by the hori-
zonta l se t of po in t s between A and 3 , ^2 Y^ ^^^ v e r t i c a l 
po in t s between B and C and £_ i s given by the c iagonal -
l i k e se t of po in ts between A and C. 
If G rep resen t s the subset of Q' bounded by and 
including £ , , t o , [_ then the following holds: 
THEOREM 4 . 1 . 2 . If a ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c function f i s defined on 
the boundary d(D) of some f i n i t e d i s c r e t e domain D, then 
there e x i s t s a unique ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c function g defined on 
G such t h a t f = g on d(D). 
The r e s u l t follows for po in t s of D by theorem 4 . 1 . 1 . 

























can e a s i l y be shown to be true for a l l o ther po in t s of G. 
^ 2 . CONTINUATION FROM THE AXES- The d i s c r e t e plane Q' cons i s t s 
of hor i zon ta l and v e r t i c a l s e t s of p o i n t s tending towards the 
axes (see f i g . 1 ) . I t proves useful to consider d i s c r e t e 
funct ions also defined on the axes. Consequently the d i s c r e t e 
plane i s extended as follows: 
Let 
m , X = [ ( p x' , 0 ) ; m ^ z } 
Y^^(0,q y ' ) ; n £ z ] -
• I 
where (x ,y ) i s the fixed point from which the l a t t i c e Q' 
i s defined (see sec t ion 2 . 1 ) . 
The " extended d i s c r e t e p lane" Q i s then defined as 
Q = Q'UXUY. . . . (4 .2 .1) 
The " d i s c r e t e rec tangular domain" R is defined by 
R = ^ ( p X ,q y ) ; m = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . j n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . 1 (4 .2 .2) 
If X"^ , Y"*" are defined by 
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X H ^ ( p X , 0 ) ; m = 0 , 1 , 2 | 
. . . ( 4 . 2 . 3 ) 
Y 5 | ( 0 , q y ) ; n = 0 , 1 , 2 , j-
then the " ex tended r e c t a n g u l a r domain" R i s de f ined as 
R = R' UX"*" UY"^. . . . ( 4 . 2 . 4 ) 
D i s c r e t e f u n c t i o n can now be d e f i n e d on X,Y. The v a l u e s 
on the a x e s , of a d i s c r e t e f u n c t i o n f de f ined on R , are 
de f ined to be 
n , 
f ( x , 0 ) = l im f ( x , q y ) 
n—> oo 
m , I 
f ( 0 , y ) = l im f (p X , y ) ; (x ,y)<5R 
m—> oo 
A l t e r n a t i v e l y t h i s can be exp re s sed as 
f ( x , 0 ) = l im f ( x , y ) ; ( x , y ) £ R . . . ( 4 . 2 . 5 ) 
r—^ 0 
f ( 0 , y ) = l im f ( x , y ) ; ( x , y ) £ R ' . . . ( 4 . 2 . 6 ) 
x—> 0 
n , 
where lim has the same meaning as lim q y and similarly 




The d e f i n i t i o n of ( p , q ) - - a n a l y t i c i t y i s now extended to 
f u n c t i o n s de f ined on the a x e s . 
A f u n c t i o n f i s sa id to be ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c on X i f 
the l i m i t in ( 4 . 2 . 5 ) e x i s t s for each x such t h a t {x,C)£.X , 
and i f 
l im a f ( x , y ) = i f ( x , 0 ) ; ( x , y ) £ R ' . . . . ( 4 . 2 . 7 ) 
+ S i m i l a r l y f i s ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c on Y if the l i m i t ir 
( 4 . 2 . 6 ) e x i s t s and 
l im Q f ( x , y ) =9 f ( C , y ) ; ( x , y ) £ R ' . . . ( 4 . 2 . S ) 
X—» 0 
I f f i s ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c in R and i f ( 4 . 2 . 7 ) , ( 4 . 2 . S ) 
ho ld , then f i s s a i d to be ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c in R. . . . ( 4 . 2 . 9 ) 
This d e f i n i t i o n can of course be extended to a l l of Q 
and Q but for p r e s e n t purposes the above s u f f i c e s . 
The p - d i f f e r e n c e o r q - d i f f e r e n c e o p e r a t o r of o r d e r j 
a re d e f i n e d by 
y l^i^)^ =L ^ih^"^ nz)]',^^ [ f ( z ) ] = f ( z ) , j = 0 , 1 , 2 , , 
^ P , x P ' '^ ^ p , x <^p,x 
and 
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3^  Cf(z)] =^^ ^  [ y ^ f(z)]; / [f(2)] = f(z), j =C,1,2, 
Analytic functions of a continuous complex variable 
have derivatives of all orders. A corresponding result is 
true for (p,q)-analytic functions defined on R, and is now 
considered. 
LEMMA 4.2.1» If f is (p,q)-analytic in R then for each 
zf R, 




J Q [f(z)] = <) [f(z)], j = 0,1.2 
rp,x Hq,y 
PROOF. If z£R then zfR*, x"*" or Y"*". 
• 1 
( i ) L e t z £ R and f be a ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c f u n c t i o n in R . 
From the d e f i n i t i o n of the subdomain Dj^  ( s e e ( 2 , 3 . 3 ) ) i t 
f o l l o w s t h a t i f D = R then Dj^  = R a l s o . 
Hence by theorem 2 . 3 . 1 . ^ ^ ^ ^ [ f ( z ) ] a n d ^ ^ ^ ^ [ f ( z ) ] 
are ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c in R . From ( 2 . 2 . 2 ) i t f o l l o w s then t h a t , 
^ p . x t ^ p . x f ' ^ ) ] = X y « p , x f ( ^ ) l 
and 
^p,xy,.y^'^>]=A.yy<,.y^'^>] 
I t i s r e a d i l y shown tha t the opera t ion of the p- : i f f -
erence operator ^ ^ y, o" the q-di f ference o p e r a t o r ^ ,. i s 
commutative and so, 
"] [ f (z ) ] = j [ f ( z ) ] = \ [ f ( z ) ] . 
^ P , x Hq,y ^ 
.2 
By theorem 2,3.1 again,^ f(z) is (p,a)-analytic in 
R and so by induction it follows that 
^ p , x t^^^^^ ^"^ r^q.y 1^^^^^^ ^""^ ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c - , R 
and s a t i s f y 
^ ; , , [ f ( o ] = ^ ; , ^ [ f ( z ) ] = ^ ^ f ( z ) ] . 
( i i ) If z£X and f i s (p , q ) - a n a l y t i c in x"*", the- oy 
(4 .2 .7 ) f(x,0) e x i s t s for (x,C)£X'^ and, 
^ D X ^^^»*^^ = ^^"^ ^ n V f^>^»y) ' ( x , y ) 5 R ' . 
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It can be shown (see fro example Hahn [49]) that 
J 3 J j(j-l)/2 QJ 
(-1) (1-p) X p ^p^^ [f(x,0)] 
j j k k(k-l)/2 j-k 
= E (,,)„ (-1) p f(p x,0) ... (4.2.10; 
k=0 '^  P 
The po in t s (p x , 0 ) ; k = 0 , l , . . . . j ; belong to X and 
hence by (4 .2 .7) i t fol lows tha t f(p x,C) e x i s t s for 
k = 0 , l , . . . . , j . The above formula v e r i f i e s the exis tence of 
Now, 
2 
l im j f ( z ) = l im (1 [ Q- f ( 2 ) ] 
and since ^  f ( z) is (p,q)-analy tic for z<^R by ( i) 
above, 
= lim r — 
y"-> 0 (i-p)x 
lim a f(z) - lim ^ f(px,y) 
(l-p)x 
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Hence, since f is (p,q)-analytic on X , by (4.2.7) 
it follows that, 
lim d 
y—» O H q, 
^ f(z) = 
y (i-p)x 
= ^p,xUp,xf(X'°)l 
Similarly, by induction it can be shown that 
lim X ^ f(z) = J f(x,0); j = 0,1,2, , 
and hence that ^ f is (p,q)-analytic on X . 
Similarly ^^^^ ^ ^^ (p,q)-analytic on Y"". This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
A method is now derived by which functions defined on 
the axes can be continued into the discrete plane as (p,o)-
analytic functions. 
If f is (p,q)-analytic in R, then by (2.2.2), 
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^p,, [f(z)] =X^ [f(z)]; Z5R' ... (4.2.11) 
f(z) - f(x,qy) 
(1-q) iy 
Hence 
f(x,qy) = f(x,y) - (l-q)iy ^ p ^ ^ [f(x,y)]. 
The operator^ is now treated as a constant k, 
and a formal symbolic method is used. 
From the above, 
f(x,qy) = (l-(l-q)iy k) f(x,y) 
I t fo l lows t h a t 
2 
f ( x , q y) = ( l - ( l - q ) i y k) ( l - q ( 1-q) iy k) f ( x , y ) 
and in g e n e r a l , 
f ( x , q y) = ( l - ( l - q ) i y k) ^ f ( x , y ) . 
Taking the l i m i t as n J> « , i t fo l lows t h a t s ince f 
i s ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c in R, then 
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n 
l i m f ( x , q y) = f ( x , 0 ) e x i s t s , and s o , 
f ( x , 0 ) = ( l - ( l - q ) i y k ) ^ f ( x , y ) , 
Hence ( f o r m a l l y ) , 
f ( x , y ) = f ( x , C ) , 
( l - ( l - q ) i y k ) ^ 
and by the definition of q-analogue e (x) of exponential 
M 
f u n c t i o n , we g e t 
J 
( i - q ) J J 
f ( x , y ) = I ( i y ) k f ( x , C ) 
j=^ ( l - q ) j 
j 
Re j p l a c i n g k by ^ p ^ ^ * 
3 
°° ( 1 - a ) j A J 
f (x ,y) = Z — ( iy ) r)n y [ ^ ( x . O ) ] , . . . (4.2.12) 
j=0 ( l - q ) j P* ' ' 
where ^ [ f ( x , 0 ) ] e x i s t s by lemma 4 . 2 . 1 . 
c p , X 
The method u s e d i n a t t e m p t i n g t o s o l v e e q u a t i o n ( 4 . 2 . 1 1 ) 
have of c o u r s e been f o r m a l s y m b o l i c o n e s , s i m i l a r to t h e p r o c e -
d u r e s u s e d by Boole [ T r e a t i s e on t h e c a l c u l u s of f i n i t e d i f f e r -
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ences, Macmillan (1880)]. It remains to be verified that 
f(x,y), as given by (4.2.12),.in fact represents a solution 
of (4.2.11) when the series converges. 
THEOREM 4.2.1. If, 
J 
f(x, • ;,y) = Z (iy) L ^ [f(x,0)] 
j=0 (l-q)j '^ P''' 
is convergent in some rectangular discrete domain R , ther 
f is (p,q)-analytic in R , and hence satisfies equation 
(4.2.11) . 
PROOF; If z (5 R then with f(x,y) given as above. 
(1-q) . J AJ 
^ p , x t f ( x , y ) ] = X , x / ^ Ti:^.^''^ X , x C ^ ( ^ ' 0 ) ] 
oo oo 
By Corol lary 2 . 3 . 2 , Q E = E i ^ ^ , and so 
0 0 
n r ~ (^-^) J nJ+l 
J Cf(>^»y)3 = .2_ ( iy) ^ ^ ^ [ f ( x , 0 ) ] . . . (4 .2 .13) 
' ^ ' J=0 ( l - q ) j P*"^ 
Now, 
( 1 - q ) 3. ^3 
j=0 ( 1 - q ) , ^ ' ' ' ^ ^ P * 
x ,C} J 
From the d e f i n i t i o n of j „ „ ( s e e ( 2 . 1 . 4 ) ) i t f o l l ows t h a t 
^ , y C ' ^ ^ ' 3 = 
r 0 ; j = 0 
( 1 - q ) J -1 
( i y ) ; j = 1,2, ( 1 - q ) 
and so 
Xyf^^^ '^^3 = 
j - i 
oo (1 -q ) j - 1 AJ 
2 ( i y ) ^ ^ [ f ( x , 0 ) ] j = l ( l - q ) . ! p , x 
«> ( 1 - q ) ^ J A J + 1 ^ ^ 
= E ( i y ) J „ ^ [ f ( x , 0 ] 
j=0 ( l - q ) j ^ P ' ^ 
" r ^ p , x t f ( ^ » 0 ) ] (from ( 4 . 2 . 1 3 ) ) . 
Th i s proves the theorem and j u s t i f i e s the formal symbolic methods. 
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In f a c t more than the above i s t r u e . The s e r i e s repre-
s e n t a t i o n of f i s a l s o ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c on X which can be 
v e r i f i e d as f o l l o w s . 
COROLLARY 4 . 2 . 1 . I f the s e r i e s in ( 4 . 2 . 1 2 ) i s conve rgen t in 
R ' , then 
l im f ( x , y ) = f ( x , 0 ) , and 
y—>0 
'y^O^^'^^'^^"'' = ^ P . x f ( ^ - ^ ) -
PROOF; From ( 4 . 2 . 1 2 ) , 
J 
f ( x , y ) = Z ( i y ) 1 [ f ( x , C ) ] 
and hence 
l im f( x,y) = f( x,0) . 
y—> 0 
S i m i l a r l y , 
j 
li"^ i n Y ^^^'^^ = ^^^ ^ ^ ( iy)^ J ' " [ f (x ,0)] 
y - ^ 0 ^ '^' ^ y—> 0 j=0 ( 1-q) . r/ o , X 
This completes the p r o o f . 
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From the above i t i s c e l a r t h a t functions defined on 
the X-axis can be continued by means of (4.2.12) (unaer ce r t a in 
convergence condi t ions) into ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c functions defined 
in the d i s c r e t e plane Q . 
If the opera tor C i s denoted by 
(1-q) 
S = Z ( iy) ^ . . . (4 .2 .14: j=0 ( 1 - q ) , " ^ P ' ^ 
then the function 
J 
(1-q) f ( z ) = C [ f ( x , y ) ] = Z ( i y ) d L ^ v x,C, . . . . , ^ .2 . I s 
^ j=0 ( l - q ) j ^ P ' " " 
is called the " (p, q)-»analytic continuation" of f(x,C), into 
a (p,q)-analytic function f defined at the point (x,y)£Q . 
Similarly, it can be shown that 
C [f(o,y)] = Z i i l ^ x ' ^' t^(°'y)] ••• (^ -2.16) 
^ j=o ( i - p ) j ^ q » y 
rep resen t s the ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c con t inua t ion from the y - a x i s . 
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3. PROPERTIES OF THE CONTINUATION OPERATOR C- The continua-
tion operator C is said to exist if the series reoresenta-
tion (4.2.14) converges 
(a) If k is a scalar constant, then 
J 
«> (1-q) J -, J 
Bu 
6^ r n r k ; J = 0 
^P''' 1 0 ; j = 1,2, 
and so 
C ( k) = k. ... (-i.l.i; 
(b) Since ^ i s a l i n e a r o p e r a t o r , 
j 




Cy [k f ( x , 0 ) ] = k Cy [ f ( x , 0 ) ] . 
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(c) If Cy [f(x,0)], Cy [g(x,0)] exist then, 
Cy [f(x,C) + Cy [g(x,0)] 
(1-q) J n2 (1-q) . j .j 
I (iy) c^^ ^ [f(x,0)] + E ~ (iy) i [g(x,0) 
j=0 (l-q)j P''' j=0 (l-q)j "^P'^ 
and s i n c e the two s e r i e s conve rge , 
Cy [ f ( x , 0 ) ] -HCy [ g ( x , 0 ) ] 
( l - q ) J . /^J 
2 — ( i y ) [ r 3 n X ^ ( ^ ' ° ^ ^ ^ D X 5(^»o) ] 
j=0 ( l - q ) , ^ P ' ^ ^ P ' ' ' 
But Q i s 3 l i n e a r o p e r a t o r and hence , 
pJ p , x 
Cy [ f (x ,o)] + Cy [g(x ,c) ] = Cy [f(x,c) + g ( x , c ) ] . 
By (b) and (c) it is clear that C is a linear 
operator 
(d) I f f (x,C) > f ( x , 0 ) p o i n t w i s e and the s e r i e s 
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of C , [ f „ ( x , 0 ) ] i s un i formly conve rgen t in 
n then 
y - n 
' • / Ac,c Mo. " .^^ N 
l im C [f ( x , 0 ) ] 
( l -q ) "" 3 nJ 
= lira I ( iy) X X I^fn^^'^)^ 
n->co j=0 ( l - q ) j . ^ P ' ' ' " 
and so by uniform convergence 
J 
" ( 1 - q ) J ^ j 
l i m C [ f „ ( x , 0 ) ] = E ( i y ) l im 3 ^ :f^:x,C)] 
n->co y " j=C ( 1 - q ) r ^ > „ ^ P . x 
I t i s r e a d i l y shov.n t h a t theorem 2 . 3 . 3 ( i i ) ex te - . - s to 
a l l o r d e r s of p - d i f f e r e - . c e and q - d i f f e r e n c e o o e r a t r r s ~: -?. = ' 
lim y [f^  (x,C)] =f [f(x,0)] 
n—> oo 
Hence, 
l im C [f ( x , C ) ] = C [ f ( x , 0 ) ] . 
n—> oo y ' 
( e ) I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g to note t h a t s i n c e 
( 1 - q ) ^ 1 
lira = — 
q—> 1 ( 1 - q ) ^ j l 
J 




li"^ J n V f(x.C) = f ( X , 0 ) . 
Hence 
j 
" ( iy) ( j ) 
lim C^ [ f (x ,C) ] = Z f ( x , C ) , 
cr-i> 1 ^ j=o j i 
which i s the Maclaurin s e r i e s r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of an ar.alytic 
function about a po in t on the X-ax i s . 
The cont inuat ion operator C may be regarded therefore 
as the (p,q)-analogue of a Maclaurin s e r i e s . 
^ 4 . COrNiVOLUTICN- If two ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c functions are mul t i -
p l i ed in the usual way, the r e s u l t a n t function i s not in general 
( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c . Thus i t i s des i r ab le to devise an a l t e r n a t i v e 
opera t ion , analogous to m u l t i p l i c a t i o n , which r e t a i n s rnany of 
the usual a lgebraic p r o p e r t i e s of the c l a s s i c a l mu l t i p l i e r of 
funct ions of a continuous v a r i a b l e . 
In fac t if two ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c funct ions are mul t ip l i ed , 
and the r e s u l t a n t i s ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c , then the following theorem 
shows t h a t one of the f ac to r s must be a p -pe r iod ic function in 
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x-component and q - p e r i o d i c f u n c t i o n in y-component of the type 
( 3 . 3 . 2 ) . 
THEOREM 4 . 4 . 1 . I f f , g and f g a r e ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c f u n c t i o n s 
in Q , then e i t h e r 
( i ) f ( z ) = f ( p x , y ) = f ( x , q y ) 
or 
( i i ) g(z) = g (px ,y ) = g ( x , q y ) . 
f ( z ) g ( z ) " f ( p x , y ) g ( p x , y ) 
PROOF : ^ p , x l ^ ( ^ ) g (^ )^ ( l - p ) x 
f ( z ) g ( z ) - f ( z ) g ( p x , y ) + f ( z ) g ( p x , y ) - f ( p x , y ) g( cx ,y) 
( l - p ) x 
= f ( z ) ^ p ^ , [ g ( z ) ] + g ( p x , y ) ^ p ^ , [ f ( z ) ] . 
Similarly, 
^ q , y [ f ( z ) g ( z ) ] = f ( z ) ^ ^ _ y [ 9 ( z ) > g ( x , q y ) j ^ _ ^ [ f ( z ) ] . 
Now f , g and f g a re ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c by assumpt ion and so 
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combining the above two r e s u l t s 
g^P^'Y^ (^ p , x ^ ^ ^ ^ ) ^ = 9^^'^y^ r 9 q , y ^^^^^^ 
or g (px ,y ) ^ [ f ( z ) ] = g( x , q y ) 4 [ f ( z) 1 • 
I f [ f ( z ) 3 =1=0, i t f o l l ows t h a t 
g (px ,y ) = g ( x , q y ) , 
and by ( 3 . 3 . 2 ) , 
g(z) = g (px ,y ) = g ( x , q y ) . 
I f ^ f ( z ) = 0 , 
f ( z ) = f ( p x , y ) = f ( x , q y ) . 
This p roves the theorem. 
An analogue fo r m u l t i p l i c a t i o n of ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c 
f u n c t i o n i s now d e f i n e d . 
Le t R denote a d i s c r e t e r e c t a n g u l a r domain and X 
the co r re spond ing p o i n t s on the X-ax i s ( s e e ( 4 . 2 . 2 ) and ( 4 . 2 . 3 ) ) 
If the d i s c r e t e f u n c t i o n s f , g are ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c in R and 
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defined on X then the convolution operator * is defined 
by, 
( f»g) (z ) a Cy [ f ( x , 0 ) g ( x , 0 ) ] 
J 
(1 -q ) 
= S — ( i y ) ^ ^ ^ [ f ( x , 0 ) g ( x , 0 ) ] , 
j=C ( l - q ) j P'"" 
I 
for a l l z £ R such t h a t the s e r i e s c o n v e r g e s . . . . ( 4 . 4 . 1 ) 
The above d e f i n i t i o n i s s i m i l a r to a m u l t i o l i : a t i v e 
o p e r a t o r i n t roduced by .'urows'<i [84] f o r r ronodi f f r ic f ' j r . : - ions . 
He d e f i n e d the ' e x t e n s i o n o p e r a t o r ' E by the f i n i t e 3j.~., 
E[g(x)] = I i^ C.) ^ 1 [g(x)] 
j=o -' ^ 
where x,y are i n t e g e r s and 
A i g(z) = g ( z+ i ) - g(z) • 
He then def ined a g e n e r a l i z e d p r o d u c t by 
( f . g ) ( z ) - E [ f ( x ) g ( x - l ) ] 
y j y 
I i ( . ) ^ j [ f ( x ) g ( x - l ) ] j=0 J -^  
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(n) 
I s a a c s [72] d e f i n e d a monod i f f r i c analogue z of the 
n 
c l a s s i c a l power z . The above p r o d u c t p r e s e r v e s the a d d i t i v e 
law, 
(n) (n+1) (0) 
z . z = z f n 2^ C'j z = 1 . 
For general monodiffric functions the product is closed 
and distributive over addition. However it is neither commu-
tative nor associative. These shortcomings led Berzsenyi [17,18] 
to consider a different aporcach. He defined several ne'.v analo-
gues for multiplication of monodiffric functions by means cf 
discrete contour integrals. 
The ccnvolution operator * defined above is in manv 
respect m.ore suitable as an analogue of multiplication than the 
operator of Kurowski. It is shovm in the next section that * 
has most of the properties expected of a multiplicative operator 
and in fact it forms, with addition, an integral domain over a 
wide class of (p,q)-analytic functions. In the next chapter 
n 
the ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c ana logue of z i s de f ined and i t i s v e r i -
f i ed t h a t the o p e r a t o r * p r e s e r v e s the a d d i t i v e law of i n d i c e s . 
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^ 5 . PROPERTIES OF Tf-IE CONVOLUTION OPERATOR *- In t h i s sect ion 
c e r t a i n a lgebra ic p r o p e r t i e s of the convolution operator * are 
examined for d i s c r e t e funct ions which are ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c in 
some reg ion . For convenience i t i s assumed t h a t the funct ions 
under cons idera t ion are ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c in a d i s c r e t e rec tangula r 
region R given by ( 4 . 2 . 4 ) . 
If in addi t ion the ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c function f has a 
convergent r ep r e sen t a t i on , 
J 
oo ( 1 - q ) j ^ j 
f(z) =C^ [ f ( x , 0 ) ] = E ( iy ) J ^ ^ [ f (x ,C)] 
^ j=0 ( 1 - q ) ^ ^ P ' ' ^ 
for all z£R, then f is said to belong to the class ^ 
.. . (-.5.1) 
If the series converges absolutely, f is said to belong 
to the class ^ . ... (4.5.2) 
The following properties of * can now be extablished. 
(a) if f,g(5 54^ then the two functions are (p,q)-analytic 
on R and so by (4.2.9) f( x,0) and g( x,0) exist for z£R. 
Hence by (4.4.1), 
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J 
<» (1-q) J J 
(f*g) (z) = Z ( iy) J ^ [ f ( x , 0 ) g(x,C)J 
j=0 ( l - q ) j P ' ^ 
oo (1-q) 5 A3 
= z (iy) ^ „ „ [g(x,o) f(x,o)] 
j=0 ( l - q ) j " " P ' ^ 
= (g*f) ( z ) , 
and so the o p e r a t o r * i s commutative 
(b) I f f , g , h ( 5 ^ then a d i s t r i b u t i v e law can be prove; 
f o l l o w s , 
[ f * ( g + h ) ] (z) = C y ^ f ( x , C ) [ g ( x , 0 ) + h ( x , 0 ) ] ] 
= C y W ( x , C ) g ( x , 0 ) + f ( x , 0 ) h ( x , C ) | 
Now by ( 4 . 3 . 2 ) G i s a l i n e a r o p e r a t o r and so , 
[ f * ( g + h ) ] (z) = Cy ( f ( x , 0 ) g ( x , 0 ) ) + Cy ( f ( x , 0 ) h ( x , 0 ) ) 
= ( f*g) ( z ) + ( f*h) ( z ) , 
p r o v i d e d f*g and f*h e x i s t ( i . e . the s e r i e s r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s 
c o n v e r g e ) . 
( c ) I f f , g , h 8.^, then assuming the e x i s t e n c e of the o p e r a t o r 
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C ( i . e . convergence of the s e r i e s ) , 
[ ( f * g ) * h ) (z ) = Gy [ f ( f * g ) ( x , 0 ) ^ h ( x , 0 ) ] 
= Cy [ | f ( x , 0 ) g ( x , 0 ) ' ^ h ( x , C ) ] 
= C [ f ( x , 0 ) ^ g ( x , 0 ) h ( x , 0 ) ^ 3 
Cy [ f ( x , 0 ) (g*h) ( x , 0 ) ] 
= [ f * ( g * h ) ] ( z ) . 
Hence p rov ided t h a t the s e r i e s d e f i n i n g Z converges 
in the above, the o p e r a t o r •* s a t i s f i e s an a s s o c i a t i v e law. 
(d) The o p e r a t o r * has no non-zero d i v i s o r s of zero as sr.own 
in the f o l l o w i n g : 
I f f , g 6 ^ such t h a t 
( f*g) ( z ) = 0 f o r a l l z£ .R, t h e n , 
oo ( 1 - q ) j ^ j 
E ( i y ) ^ ^ „ [ f ( x , 0 ) g ( x , 0 ) ] = 
j=0 ( 1 - q ) . P*' ' 
0 
or E a^ (x) y = 0 ; z£;_R, where 
j=o -^  
a (x) = - i f^n X [f(>^»0) g ( x , 0 ) ] . 
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that 
By the identify theorem for power series it follows 
a.(x) = 0 ; j =0,1,2, , and so, 
a„(x) = f(x,0) g(x,C) = 0. 
Suppose that f(x,C) = 0 , then 
f(z) = Cy [f(x,0)] = Cy (0) 
J 
= E (iy) ^^ ^ [Cj 
= C. 
i-ience if {f*g) (z ) = 0 fo r a l l z £ R then ei t ' - .er 
f (z ) = 0 or g(z) = 0 , and so for the o p e r a t o r * the re are --.o 
non-ze ro d i v i s o r s of z e r o . 
(e ) I f I ( z ) i s the i d e n t i t y f u n c t i o n ( I ( z ) = 1 for a l l z £ R ) , 
and i f f 6 ^ , then 
( f * I ) ( z ) = Cy ( f ( x , 0 ) I ( x , 0 ) 
= Cy ( f ( x , 0 ) ) 
= f ( z ) . 
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S i m i l a r l y i f k( z) i s the c o n s t a n t func t ion k( z) = k, 
Z(SFi, t hen , 
( f*k) (z) = k f ( z ) . 
and i f k, ( 2) , k^( z) a re two c o n s t a n t f u n c t i o n s , 
{k^ * k2) (z) = kjLk2 . . . ( -^ .5 ,3) 
In the above p r o p e r t i e s i t was assumed t h a t the ( p , a ) -
a n a i y t i c f u n c t i o n s f and g were of c l a s s \54' , "nich by 
^ , 5 .1 ) impl ies tr.e e x i s t e n c e of C [ f ( x , C ) ] and Z [g\y.,C]] 
in R. Hovsever t h i s c o n d i t i o n does no t n e c e s s a r i l y g j a r a n t e e 
the e x i s t e n c e of ( f*g) (z ) ( i . e . the convergence of tne s e r i e s 
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n ) . 
CHAPTER V 
DISCRETE POWERS AND POLYNOMIALS 
So f a r on ly g e n e r a l p r o p e r t i e s of ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c func -
t i o n s have been examined and in t h i s c h a p t e r e x p l i c i t examples 
of ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c f u n c t i o n s are c o n s i d e r e d . Using the r c r . t i nua -
n 
t i o n o p e r a t o r C and the o p e r a t o r * , d i s c r e t e analogues cf z 
m n 
and of po lynomia l s E a z a re o b t a i n e d . R e s u l t s cc:=rcrable 
n=0 " 
to the c l a s s i c a l powers and po lynomia l s a r e de te rmined =-: 
c e r t a i n fundamental d i f f e r e n c e s are n o t e d . 
^ 1 . DISCRETE POWERS- The f u n c t i o n z i s of b a s i c i r . r : r - a n c e 
in complex a n a l y s i s s i nce i t s use in i n f i n i t e s e r i e s luzi to 
the W e i e r s t r a s s i a n concep t of an a n a l y t i c f u n c t i o n . I t i s 
n 
d e s i r a b l e then to o b t a i n a d i s c r e t e a n a l y t i c analogue cf z 
and use i t to expand d i s c r e t e f u n c t i o n s i n power s e r i e s . 
Duff in L 3 3 J d e f i n e d the d i s c r e t e power z by v«€ 
i t e r a t i v e procedure 
(n+1) z (n) (0) 
z = (n+1) / z >) z ; z = 1 , ^5 .1 .1 ) 
0 
z 
where / "^  z is the discrete integral occurring in the tieory 
0 
of discrete analytic functions of the second kind. However a 
(n) 
closed form of the function z does not seem possible. This 
(n) 
makes a study of s e r i e s of the form Z a^ z r a t h e r d i f f i c u l t , 
although some r e s u l t s have been obtained by Duff in and ?eperson 
[ 3 9 ] . 
I saacs [72] obtained the monodiffric analogue z which 
i s defined by, 
(n) n n n - j 
z = E ( J ( x ) . i (y )^ . ( 5 .1 .2 
where ( x) .= x( x-1) ( x-2) (x-n+1) 
(y ) j= y ( y - i ) ( y - 2 ) ( y - n + i ) . 
He obtained c e r t a i n r e s u l t s for polynomials and power 
(n) 
s e r i e s of the form £ a z 
(n) n 
A d i sc re t e analogue z of the c l a s s i c a l funct ion z 
i s now obtained for the ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c function theory . 
The operator ^ s a t i s f i e s 
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X . x [=<"] 
n n 
X - (px) 
( l - p ) x 
(1-p ) n-1 
X 
(1-p) 
(5 .1 .3) 
and so if n i s a non-negative i n t ege r , a ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c 
(n) n 
function x wi l l denote the d i s c r e t e analogue of z if i t 
s a t i s f i e s the following condi t ions 
„ (n) (1-p ) (n-1) 
(1-p) 
( i i ) 
(0) 
z = 1 . . . . . (5 .1 .4) 
( i i i ) 
(n) 
= 0 , n > 0 
Such a function i s obtained by applying the operator C from 
n (4 .2 .14) to the rea l function x . 
(n) 
In f ac t z i s defined by 
(n) n 
; C (x ) ; n a non-negative in teger 
J 
« (1-q) 
/=0 ( l - q ) j , , (iy) J o . , ( x ) P.x • • « • ^ D * x * 0 / 
Now from ( 5 . 1 . 3 ) , 
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. n d - p " ) rv-1 
^ p » ^ ( 1 - p ) 
S i m i l a r l y , 
n -1 n 
2 n ( 1 - p ) ( l - p ) n-2 
G (x ) 5 X 
^ P » x ( 1 - p ) ^ 
and in g e n e r a l , 
n - j + 1 n - j+2 n-1 n n -J 
( U - F ^. ^ j n \ ^ ^ " P ^^^~P ^ — ^ ^ " P ) ^ i - P ) * ; j < n 
0 ; j > n 
(5*1 .6) 
Hence by ( 5 , 1 . 5 ) 
n - j+1 n- j+2 n -1 n j 
(n) n ( 1 - p ) ( l - p ) . . . ( l - p ) ( l - p ) ( l - q ) j n - J 
z = E 1 ( i y ) X 
j=0 ( l - p ) J ( l . q ) j ^ ^ 
(n) n ( 1 - P ) n , p ^ ^ - ^ ) , J " " J 
z = E 7 ( i y ) X ( 5 . 1 . 7 ) 
n ( 1 - P ) „ „ ( 1 - q ) 
n - j 
n , p ^ ' j n - j 
= / -; : -TZ-f X ( i y ) ( 5 . 1 . 8 ) 
j ^ ( l - p ) j ^ p ( l - q ) „ . j ^ ^ ( l - p ) ' ^ J 
(n) 





THEOREM 5 > 1 . I . z i s ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c and s a t i s f i e s the t h r e e 
r e q u i r e m e n t s of ( 5 . 1 . 4 ) . 
(n) n ^^ -P^n ,p ^^"^^ j n-J 
PROOF; z = 1 T ( i y ) x 
J=0 ( l - p ) ^ ^ j ^ p ( l - c ) j ^ ^ ( l . p ) J 
and so s i n c e i^j i s a l i n e a r o p e r a t o r 
j 
(n) n ^^'^K,p ^^-^) J . ^ n-J^  
A z = E T ( i y ) X „( X ) 
^ P » - J O U - P ) n . J , p ( ^ - ^ ) j . q ^ l - P ) ^ ' ' 
Hence by ( 5 . 1 . 3 ) 
, (n) n -1 ^^ -P^n ,p ^^"^^ (1 -P ) J n - > l 
q 2 = 1 . ( i y ) X 
^ P ' ^ J O U - p ) ^ j ^ p ( l - q ) j , q ( l - p ) J (1 -P) 
n J 
(1 -P ) n -1 ( l - p ) n . i n ^^ '^^ J '>-l-J 
E h2^ - , ( iy) X 
( 1 - P ) J O ( l - P ) n - l - j , p < i - q ) j , q ( i - P ) ^ 
d-p") (n-1) 
s • • Z 
( 1 - p ) 
S i m i l a r l y , 
^ ^ ' V ' ' ( 1 - P ) 
(n) 
and so z i s ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c and s a t i s f i e s c o n d i t i o n ( i ) of 




( 0 ) ( 1 - P ) Q ( 1 - q ) Q Q 
( l - p ) o ( l - q ) o ( l - p ) ^ 
(n) 
( i y ) X « 1 and i f 
z = 0 then x = y = 0 and so 0 = 0 , n > 0 . Th is proves 
the theorem.. 
(n ) 
The form of z i s remarkably s i m i l a r to the func t ion 
n 
2 s i n c e , 
n n n n n - j j 
z = (x+iy) = r ( J ( i y ) X 
j=o ^ 
A l s o , s i n c e 
l im l i m 
p--> 1 c r -> l 
( l - p ) ^ ( l - q ) 
J 
n I n 
(l-P>n-J,p*l-^'j.q'l-P>^ {n-J).Ur J 
i t f o l l o w s t h a t 
(n) n 
l im l im z s z . 
p—> 1 q—> 1 
Moreover, 
/ V n (n) n 
^ ^ " ^ = x , ( i y ) = ( i y ) and fo r n « 0 , l , 
(n) " (n) n 
^^ ' = z . However fo r n 2 2 , z T z . For example, 
(2) 2 1+p 2 




It is also interesting to note the similarity of z 
to the function (x+iy) which by using the results 
(l+x) ^ 
(1+x) = (1+x) H ~^-3 ; a is any constant (5.1.9) 
a 
(y+x). ^  S (y+x) 2y (l+^),„ is given by (5.1.10) 
2 n-1 
('^••"^y),. r, = ( '^+^y)('<"^^qy)('^'^^q y ) • • • • ( ' ' " ^ ^ q y) ( 5 . 1 . 1 1 ) 
and on simplif ication, 
n n J(J-l)/2 n-j j 
(x+iy)„ „ = Z ( J „ q X (iy) (5.1.12) 
• •»q j^ -j J q 
(n) 
^ 2. PROPERTIES OF z 
(n) 
(a) From the definition of z it follows that, 
(n) 
lim z = 0 . 
z—> 0 
(b) Since, ^ 
^ (n) (1-p ) (n-1) 
(1-p) 
it follows that 
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z . (n) z (1-p ) (n-1) , 
/ J [ t ] c i ( t ;p ,q) = / t d ( t ; p , q ) , 
z z- (1-p) 
and by Corollary 3 . 3 . 3 , 
(n) (n) ( i V ) z (n-1) , 
z - z^ = / t d ( t ; p , q ) . 
(1-P) ^o 
Taking l i m i t s as z > 0 , z^£Q , and using proper ty (a) 
above, 
(n) d - p " ) z (n-1) ^ 
z = f t d ( t ; p , q ) , (5 .2 .1) 
(1-p) 0 
which i s s imilar to the d e f i n i t i o n in (5 .1 .1 ) used by Duffin. 
From the de f in i t i on of the l a t t i c e Q' i t i s c l e a r t h a t any 
neighbourhood of the o r i g i n conta ins an i n f i n i t e number of 
z 
po in t s of Q ' . The d i s c r e t e l i n e i n t e g r a l / defined above as 
C 
z 
lira / wil l of course be defined on a d i s c r e t e curve with 
^0-^9 o^ 
an i n f i n i t e number of p o i n t s . 
(c) An important p roper ty of the convolution opera tor • i s 
tha t l i k e ordinary m u l t i p l i c a t i o n i t preserves the add i t ive law 
of ind ices for d i s c r e t e powers of z . This fac t i s i l l u s t r a t e d 
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as fo l lows: 
If ra,n are non-negative i n t e g e r s then by ( 4 . 4 . 1 ) , 
(m) (n) , (m) (n) 
z • z = C [(x,0) (x,0) ] 
(n) (m) m 
By the definition of z , (x,0) = x , and so, 
(m) ( n ) _ p Tv 1 
z * z - '-y L'^  J 
and by (5.1.5), 
(m) (n) (m+n) 
z • z = z (5.2.2) 
In contrast, the function (x+iy) from (5.1.9) 
n, q 
satisfies (x^iy)^^^ (x+iq y)in,q = ^  ^ -^iv)m+n,q ' 
The above three properties have similar analogies in the 
monodiffric theory. The remainder of this section however, 
n (n) 
reveals relationships between z and z which are not 
evident for the monodiffric power of z given in (5.1.2). 
(n) 
(d) From the d e f i n i t i o n of z i t i s c l ea r t h a t if ^ i s a 
sca la r constant then, 
(n) n (n) 
(A z) = /A z (5 .2 .3) 
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n n 
(e) The classical function z satisfies lim z = 0 
if and only if j zj < 1. 
(n) 
A l e s s r e s t r i c t i v e c o n d i t i o n e n s u r e s t h a t l im z 
n—> oo 
and i s now g i v e n . 
(n) 
THEOREM 5 . 2 . 2 * Lim z = 0 i f and only i f || z |j < 1 , 
n—> oo 
where 
II z U = max | ^ | x | , | y | j ; Z £ Q ' . 
PROOF; ( i ) I f 11 z 11 < 1 then m a x [ x , y } < 1 s ince z i s 
in the f i r s t quadrant of the complex p l a n e . 
The case 0 < _ y < _ x < l i s c o n s i d e r e d f i r s t , whereby 
y = ax for some a wi th 0 <_ a <_ 1 . 
From ( 5 . 1 . 7 ) , 
j 
(n) n ( l - P ) n n ^ ^ '^^ ^ ^'^ 
z = Z ^^ T ( iy) X 
j=^ ^ ^ - P ^ n - j , p ( i - ^ ) j , q ^ i - P ) ^ 
n n ( 1 - p ) ( 1 - q ) ^ j 




(n), n n (l-P)n n (^-^^ 






= X (l-p)„ ^ Z 
J=^ (^-P)n-J,p(^-^)j,q(^-P)' 
Now it can easily be shown that, (l-p) „ < (l-p)„ ^  < 1 and 
oo,p n , p 
(1 -q ) < ( 1 - q ) ^ < 1 f o r a l l p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r s n, and so , 
^ o o , q n , q 
n 
(n) X n 1-0 j 
| z 1 < Z ( '•) 
( 1 - P ) „ , p ( l -q )oo ,q J O l - p 
n+1 n+1 n 
[ ( l - p ) - ( 1 - q ) ] X 
(q-p) ( l - p ) " " ( 1 - p ) ^ ^ (1 -q) 
co,p 
» 
and s i n c e 0 <, x < 1 , i t f o l l o w s t h a t 
, ( n ) , (n) 
lira | z 1 = 0 and h e n c e , l im z = 0 
n—> oo n—> o8 
S i m i l a r l y i f 0 < x ^ y < l , the r e s u l t f o l l o w s by us ing 
~ ( n ) " 
the symmetric form of z g i v e n by ( 5 . 1 . 8 ) . 
(n) 
( i i ) I f l im z = 0 , then 
n — > 00 
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n n 
lira X Z 
n—> « 
t ^ - P ' n . o t l - q ) 
J * ( l - P > n . j , p ( ^ - ^ ' j , q ( l - P ) ' " 
C—) = 0 
Assume tha t x 2 1* 
From the above then 
n ( ^ • P ^ n . p ( ^ - q ) 
J 
iy J 
lim Z '-^ ^ (—) = 0 • • • • \ D » i i l * - - T ^ 
Now 
lira 
( l - P ) n . . t ^ - ^ ) ^ 
n ^ - ' l - P ) n - j , p ' l - ' > j , q ( l - P ) ' 
= lira 
n — > CO 
n-j+1 n-j+2 n j 
(1-p ) ( l - p ) » . . ( l - p ) ( l - q ) 
J »M 
( l - q ) 
( l - ^ ) j . q (1 -P ) ' 
I t follows t h a t 
n ( l - p ) ( l - q ) 
lim Z '^^'^ 
j 
x i m i ————T— v~" 
iy j 
( — ) = 
oo 
= z 7 
r ( l - q ) i y 1 j 
j=0 ( l - q ) j ^ q ( l - p ) x 
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( l - q ) i y ( l - p ) x 
the s e r i e s being c o n v e r g e n t to e ( ) i f y < 
^ (l-p)x (1-q) 
(l-p)x 
and divergent if y > . In either case the series is 
(1-q) 
non-zero. This contradicts (5.2.4) and so x must be less 
than unity. 
S i m i l a r l y i t can be shown t h a t y < 1 and hence , 
(n) 
l im z = 0 = ^ ||z|l < 1 . 
n—> oo 
This comple tes the proof of the theorem. 
Methods s i m i l a r to the above can be used to prove the 
f o l l o w i n g theorem and so the proof i s o m i t t e d . 
THEOREM 5 . 2 . 3 
(n) 
( a ) I z I > CO i f and only i f || z J > 1 . 
(b) I f |jz|| = 1 , X and y not bo th u n i t y , then 
(n) / l - q ) i y , / i i l ^ N 
z ^ e ( ) OT e ( , ») a cco rd ing as q ^ ( i - p ) q ( l - p ) 
X = 1 or y = 1 r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
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(n) 
(c) If X and y are both un i ty then in the l i m i t z 
n e i t h e r converges nor diverges to i n f i n i t y , the l i m i t being 
an o s c i l l a t i n g s e r i e s . 
(n) 
S3, THE DISCRETE POWER (z-z^) - A discrete analogue of the 
n 
function (z-z ) proves useful in the next chapter and is now 
derived. 
Consider the function (x-x©),, defined in ( 5 . 1 . 1 0 ) . Since, 
' ^ ' ' ^ 'P ( l - p ) x ^ p , x ( - o ) = " " - ^ ^ ^ " ' " " - ^ 
^ ^ • X o > n . o - p " ( ^ - ^ ^ n . o 
( l - p ) x 
n-1 n X 
^^-^o^n-i.p ^^-p y p (^- ^ ^ ^ 
( l -p )x 
n 
( i - p ) (l.p) '"-'"oJn-l.p • • • • • ^ J » J « J 
I t follows that (x-x^)^ ^ i s the p-analogue of the function 
* o n ,p ^ ^ 
n j 
(x-x^) . Similar ly iv-VrJ-i „ ^s the q-analogue of (y-y„) • 
(n) 
A function ( z-z ) , z £.Q , i s cal led a (p , q ) -ana ly t ic 
n 
analogue of (z-z ) if i t s a t i s f i e s . 
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. (n) (1-p ) (n-1) 
(i) ^(z-z^) = — — (z-z^) 
(1-pJ 
(0) 
(ii) (z-z^) = 1 
(n) 
(iii) 0 = 0, n 2 !• 




THEOREM 5»3.1 . The function (Z-ZQ) defined by 
J 
(n) n (l-P)n n ^^''^^ J 
(z-z^) = Z ~ "'P 
J » M J* '^-P>n-j,p'l-^>j,
i s ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c and s a t i s f i e s ( i ) , ( i i ) and ( i i i ) above. 
PROOF: 
A '^^ ^ (1 " ( ^ - P ) n D (^-^^ 
Hp ,x 0 r / p , x ( l - p ) „ , ( 1 - q ) , (1 -p ) J 
i ( y -y ) • 
• - - - ^ . _ - _ - . . . „ . - ^ 
J * (l-P>n-J,p<l-<''j,q<l-P) ^-n-^p.x ffx-^o'n-j.piitv-yo'j. 
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By (5.3.1) and since ^ ^ '^^ "^ o^ O ~ ^  ^^ follows that, 
, (n) n-1 (1-p)^ _ (1-q) (1-p ) (1-p ) 
^P''^ ° J-0 (l-p)^_.^p(l-q)j^^(l-p)J (1-p) 
J 
(^ -'^ o^ n-j-l.p i ^y-yo>j,q 
n j 
(l-P ) n-1 (l-P)n-Up ^^-q) 
= (1-p) /=0 (i-p)^^^^.^p(i.q) .^ (^l.p)J '"'° -i-J'P 




(n) d-p") (n-1) 
() (z-z ) = (z-z ) 
(1-p) 
(n) 
and so (z-z ) is (p,q)-analytic and satisfies condition 
(i) above. Conditions (ii) and (iii) are trivially satisfied, 
completing the proof of the theorem. 
By writing the finite series involved in the reverse 
(n) 




(n) n (l-P)n n (^""^) ""J 
(n) 
It is clear that (z-z^) is consistent with defini-
o 
(n) 




lira l im ( Z - Z Q ) = ( z - z ) . 
p—> 1 q—> 1 
(n) 
I t rr.ay be no ted t h a t u n l i k e the case of z , the 
o p e r a t o r • does no t in g e n e r a l p r e s e r v e the p r o p e r t y of 
(n) 
a d d i t i o n of i n d i c e s f o r d i s c r e t e powers ( z - z } . However 
the fo l lowing h o l d s : 
THEOREM 5 . 3 . 2 . I f z^ i s p u r e l y r e a l then 
(m) m (n) (m+n) 
(z -z^ ) • ( z - p z) = ( z - z ^ ) 
and if z^  is purely imaginary then 
(m) m (n) (m+n) 
(Z-Z^) * (z-q Z^ ) = (z-z ) 
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(n) 
PROOF: I f z^ = x^, XQ r e a l , then ( z - z ^ ) r e d u c e s to 
(n) n ( l - P ) n . D ^^"^^^ (z-xj^ = I . / " - P i ^ - V n . J , p ^^ ^^  
and by ( 5 . 3 . 1 ) , 
J 
(n) n ( 1 - q ) j . j 
( z - x ^ ) = E ; ; ( i y ) J [(^- '^o^n^p^ 
° j=C ( 1 - q ) . _ ' ^P .x ° " ' P 
J »M 
= Cy [ ( x - X o ) n , p ] . 
Hence, 
(m) m (n) m 
( z - x ^ ) M z - p x^) = ^ y [(><->^o^m,p ^^-P ^o)n ,p^ 
= C„ [ ( x - x „ ) „ . „ „] y •• * o m+n,p 
(m+n) 
S i m i l a r l y i f z^ = i y ^ , 
(m) m (n) (m+n) 
(z-iy^^) * ( z - i q y^) = ( z - i y ^ ) 
This completes the t h e o r e m . 
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Analogues of more general powers can be obta ined. When the 
exponent i s a negat ive in teger or in f a c t an a r b i t r a r y sca la r 
cons tan t , i n f i n i t e s e r i e s are involved. Examples of t h i s type 
are discussed in the next chapter. 
^ 4 . DISCRETE POLYNOMIALS - A 'd i scre te polynomial' i s defined 
to be a f i n i t e sum of the form 
n ( j ) 
I 
j=0 
l a . z ( 5 . 4 . 1 ; 
( j ) 
where z i s given by (5 .1 .7 ) and a.- are sca la r cons tan t s . 
By Corol la ry 2 . 3 . 1 , d i s c r e t e polynomials are of course ( p , q ) -
a n a l y t i c . If a ^ 0 , the above polynomial i s said to be of 
degree n. 
The c o e f f i c i e n t s a. can be represented as follows: 
If Pj^i^) i s given by 
n ( j ) 
p_(z) = Z a^ z , then 
" j=0 -• 
j j - 1 j-ra+1 
.m n ( 1 -p ) ( l - p ) . . . ( l - p ) (j-m) 
1 [p ( z ) ] = S a. z 
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0, j > 0 
(j) 
Since 0 
'1, J = 0, 
it follows that, 
and s o . 
m 
(1-p) A™ 
(1-p) ™ = 7 i : ; r - ^ ^^"'°'^  
m,p 
Hence Pn(z) has a Mac laur in type r e p r e s e n t a t i o n , 
n ( 1 - p ) . J ^ , ( j ) 
p^ (z ) = Z ^ [pAO)] z ( 5 . 4 . 2 , 
J=C' ( 1 - p ) . -. ^ " 
J » P 
This i s s i m i l a r to the q -Tay lor s e r i e s de f ined by Jackson [75] 
for f u n c t i o n s of a c o n t i n u o u s v a r i a b l e . 
CHAPTER VI 
THE EXPANSION OF DISCRETE FUNCTIONS IN INFINITE SERIES 
(n) (n) 
The d i s c r e t e power z and ( z - z ) can be u t i l i z e d 
in s e r i e s of the form 
« ( j ) «» ( j ) 
E a . z and I aj (z-z^) 
j=0 J j=0 J ^ 
In this chapter series of the above type are used to 
obtain discrete analogues of the exponential function and of the 
a 
general power (z-z ) . 
Finally it is shown that any (p,q)-analytic function can 
be represented by a discrete analogue of Waclaurin*s series. 
^ 1 . DISCRETE EXPONENTIAL AND TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS- In the 
monodiffric theory, Isaacs [72] obtained, as an analogue of the 
X y 
exponential function, the function 2 (1+i) which satisfies the 
equation,/\f( z) = f(z) , where / \ is the monodiffric difference 
operator. 
X 1 . ^ y 
Duffin [33] derived a similar function 3 (rj?) which 
satisfies z^ f(z) = f(z), where / \ is the discrete operator of 
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the second kind. 
Apart from a few simple p r o p e r t i e s , a very l imi ted study 
has been made of the d i s c r e t e exponent ia l functions defined by 
the above au tho r s . 
In th i s s ec t ion a ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c function e( z) i s d e f i -
z 
ned which is an analogue of the c l a s s i c a l function e . An 
inverse function E(z) , s a t i s fy ing e(z) • E(z) = 1, i s derived 
and ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c analogues of the t r igonometr ic functions are 
obta ined . 
From ( 1 . 3 . 1 2 ) , a p-analogue of the exponential function 
X 
e i s given by e ( ( 1 - p ) x ) . 
The d i s c r e t e analogue of e ( ( l - p ) x ) can be found by an 
app l ica t ion of the cont inua t ion opera tor C^ as fol lows: 
Define the funct ion e(z) by the e q u a l i t y , 
e(z) = Cy [ e p ( ( l - p ) x ) ] (6 .1 .1) 
Hence by ( 1 . 3 . 1 2 ) , 
k 
(1-p) k 1 
e(z) = C [ E x 3; | x | < 
y k=o ( i - p ) k ^ p ' • • (1-p) 
CO ( l - q ) J , J /\J p » ( 1 - p ) ' ' k 
t 
I l l 
and so by coro l la ry 2 . 3 . 2 and (5 .1 .3 ) 
j k- j k-j+1 
CO ( l -q ) j « (1-p) (1-p ) . k- j 
e(z) = Z ( iy ) Z i X 
j O ( l - q ) j , q k=j (1-P)k ,p 
J k 
( l - q ) j =o ( l - p ) k 
= £ ( iy ) E X , 
j=0 ( l - q ) j q kO (1-p),^ 
the two s e r i e s being abso lu te ly convergent if 
| x | < and y < or (using the norm of theorem 
(1-p) ( l - q ) 
5 . 2 . 2 ) , | | ( l -p)x + ( l -q ) iy l l < 1 . Hence, 
e(z) = e^ ( ( l - q ) i y ) e p ( ( l - p ) x ) (6 .1 .2 
iNow the s e r i e s r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of e ( x) has ana ly t i c continua-
t ion given by the i n f i n i t e product , 
1 




which converges for a l l x such t h a t x j= q ; n a non-negative 
i n t e g e r . 
It follows that e(z), as given by (6.1.2), has analytic 
continuation 
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e(z) = ' ' ' • ' • " (6.1.3 
(l-(l-p)x)^ ^  (l-(l-q)iy)^ 
Since y is real, the factor can not 
( l - ( l - q ) i y ) ^ ^ q 
con t r ibu te a pole and so y i s u n r e s t r i c t e d . However, the 
-1 -n 
values of x are r e s t r i c t e d by the condit ion x ^ ( l - p ) p ; 
n a non-negative i n t e g e r , s ince there are poles a t these p o i n t s . 
This problem can be overcome by s u i t a b l y choosing the l a t t i c e 
to avoid the s ingula r va lues of x. 
The above funct ion i s a reasonable analogue of the 
exponent ial function as i s j u s t i f i e d by the following theorem: 
IHEOREM 6 . 1 , 1 . The funct ion e(z) i s ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c , i t s a t i s -
f i e s the equat ion . 
^ e ( z ) = e ( z ) 
and in f ac t for 1| ( l - p ) x+( 1-q) iyjl < 1, 
» (1 -p )^ ( j ) 
e(z) = Z z 
iO (1-P)j,p 
e ( ( l - q ) l y ) 1 1 
PROOF: Q ^ [ e ( z ) ] = —2 [ ] 








Hence e(z) is (p,q)-analytic and satisfies, 
^[e(z)] = e(z). 
1 1 
If ||(l-p)x+(l-q)iyll < 1 then | x| < and jy) < 
(1-p) (1-q) 
and so each of the s e r i e s r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s of e ( ( l - p ) x ) and 
e ( ( 1 -q ) i y ) i s abso lu te ly convergent . Hence 
J k 
» ( l - p ) j oo (1-q) k 
e(z) = ( Z X ) ( Z ( iy) ) j=0 ( l - p ) . ^ p kO ( l - q ) , ^ q 
j k 
« (1-p) j ( l - p ) ^ ^ p (1-q) j - k 
/=0 ( l - p ) . ^ p k ' = 0 ( l -P )>{c ,p ( l - q ) k . q U - P ) ' ' 
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and so by ( 5 . 1 . 7 ) , 
oo ( 1 - p ) ( j ) 
e (z ) = Z z , ( 6 . 1 . 4 , 
the s e r i e s being a b s o l u t e l y c o n v e r g e n t i f |1( 1-p) x+( 1-q) iy | | < 1 . 
This p roves the theorem. 
J ^ 
( 1 - p ) 1 (1 -q ) 1 
Note t h a t s i n c e l im = — , l ira p--> 1 ( 1 - p ) .. _ j l q - > l ( l - q ) . ^ k 
(n) n 
and l im l im z = z , then 
p - ^ 1 q—^ > 1 
l im l im e( z) = e . 
p—>1 q—> 1 
The s e r i e s in ( 6 . 1 . 4 ) converges in the r e g i o n 
z 
II ( 1 - p ) x+( 1-q) iyll < 1 , whereas the s e r i e s expans ion of e 
converges eve rywhere . However f o r p and q c l o s e to u n i t y 
the c o n d i t i o n {| ( 1 - p ) x+( 1-q) iy|l < 1 i s not ve ry r e s t r i c t i v e . 
From ( 1 . 3 . 1 2 ) and ( 1 . 3 . 1 3 ) the f u n c t i o n E (x) i s def ined 
by 
£ (x) = 
e (x) 
q 
I f t he d i s c r e t e f u n c t i o n £ i s d e f i n e d by 
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E(2) = Cy [Ep((l-p)x)] (6.1 
it follows by the definition of the operator * that, 
(e • £) (z) = Cy [e(x,0)E(x,0)] 
and so by (6.1.2), 
(e * E) (z) = Cy [ep((l-p)x)Ep((l-p)x)] 
= Cy (1), 
and by (4.3.1), 
(e • E) = 1. 
Hence with respect to the operator • the function ~ is an 
inverse of tne discrete exponential function e. 
A discrete series expansion for E can be derived as 
follows: 
E(z) = Cy [Ep((l-p)x)] 
J 
= ^ (iy) J [E ((l-p)x)] 
j=0 (l-q)j,q ^P''^ P 
and so by (1.3.13), 
oo 
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j k k k ( k - l ) / 2 
- (1-q) J- J r - (-1) (1-p) P k 
E{z) = z ( i y ) 1 X ^ s ; — ^ ^ ^ 
j k k ( k - l ) / 2 k - j 
CO (1-q) j oo (-1) p (1-p) k-j 
= Z ( i y ) E X 
j=0 ( l - q ) j , q '^ =^ ^ ^ - P H - J , P 
j k+j ( k + j ) ( k + j - l ) / 2 k 
« (1-q) j « (-1) p ( l - p ) k 
= Z ( iy ) Z X 
j = 0 ( l - q ) ^ ^ q kO ( l - P ) k , p 
j - k j j ( j - l ) / 2 k 
oo j (1-q) (-1) P (1-p) J-k k 
= 1 z ( iy ) X 
j=€ kO ( l - q ) j . k , q ^^-P)k,p 
k j j ( j - l ) / 2 j - k 
« j (1-q) (-1) P (1-p) ^ J-'< 
= 2 1 ( iy) X. 
J * :<=o ( I - Q ) , , , ( i - P ) j - k , p 
j j j ( j - l ) / 2 ^ ^ 
CO ( 1 - p ) ( - 1 ) p ( j ) 
= Z — — — — — — — — — — . ^ z ^ . . . . . ( 6 . 1 . 6 ; 
J ^ ( l -p )3 .p 
the s e r i e s being abso lu te ly convergent for a l l z, which j u s t i -
f i e s the rearrangement of s e r i e s used above. Also E(z) i s 
( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c . 
Using the above d e f i n i t i o n s of e and E, d i s c r e t e 
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ana ly t i c analogues of t r igonometr ic funct ions can h>e obta ined. 
The r e s u l t i n g funct ions have p r o p e r t i e s in common with the q-
analogues of t r igonometr ic funct ions t r ea t ed by Hahn [ 4 9 ] . If 
the analogues of sin and cos are defined a s . 
s(z) = — [ e ( i z ) - e ( - i z ) ] 
2 i 
J 2j+l 
CO ( - 1 ) ( 1 - p ) ( 2 j + l ) 
or s(z) = S z ; l | ( l - p )x+( l -q ) iy l l < 1 
J O ( 1 - P ) 2 j ^ l , , 
and 
J 2j (-1) (1-p) (2 j ) 
c(z) = Z : — z ill ( l - p ) x + ( l - q ) | | < 1 
j O ( 1 - P ) 2 j , , 
. . . . . (6 .1 .7 
then i t can e a s i l y be ve r i f i ed t h a t s(z) and c(z) are ( p , q ) -
a n a l y t i c and s a t i s f y the p -d i f fe rence (or q-di f ference)equat ion 
^ f(z) = - f (z) (6 .1 .8) 
Alternatively, discrete analogues of sin and cos 
can be defined as 
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S(z) = — [ c ( - i z ) - E ( i z ) ] 
2 i 
J j ( 2 j + l ) 2j+l 
« (-1) P (1-p) (2j+l) 
= Z z j=0 (1-p) 2 j + l , P 
"* and 
C(z) - [E(iz)+£(-iz)] 
2 
j j ( 2 j - l ) 2 j 
» (-1) P (1-p) (2 j ) 
3^ ( 1 - P ) 2 j , p 
• • • • • \ 0 « X « 7 
I t follows t h a t S ( z ) , C(z) are ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c and are 
so lu t ions of the p -d i f f e rence equa t ion , 
^ [ f ( z ) ] = - p f (p z) ( 6 . 1 . 1 : 
The following two add i t i on formulae can e a s i l y be v e r i f i e d 
(C»c) ( z ) + (S*s ) ( z ) = 1 
(C»s( ( z ) - (S»c) ( z ) = 0 . 
From the above d e f i n i t i o n s i t i s c l e a r t h a t 
z 
lim lim e ( z ) = e 
p—> 1 q—^ 1 
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- z 
l im l im E( z) = e 
p—>1 q—> 1 
l im l im s ( z ) = s i n z 
p—^ 1 q—>1 
l im l im S( z) = s i n z 
p—> 1 q—> 1 
l im l im c( z) = cos z 
p—> 1 q—> 1 
l im l im C( z) == cos z . 
p - ^ 1 q—> 1 
The s e r i e s r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of e ( z ) g iven by, 
» ( 1 - p ) ( j ) 
e ( z ) = S z , 
i^ (i-P)j,p 
has been shown to be a b s o l u t e l y c o n v e r g e n t f o r 
II (1 -p ) x+( l -q) iyll < 1 . Th i s l e a d s to convergence c o n d i t i o n s 
fo r more g e n e r a l power s e r i e s of the form, 
CO ( 1 - p ) ^ ( j ) 
f ( z ) = Z a . z ( 6 . 1 . 1 1 , 
J O { l - p ) j ^ p 
1 
THEOREM 6 . 1 . 2 . If l im sup | a J = a, then the s e r i e s ( 6 . 1 . 1 1 ) 
converges a b s o l u t e l y f o r a l l z such t h a t . 
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1 
11 (l-p)x+(l-q)iyl| < - . 
a 
oo 
PROOF: From ( 6 . 1 . 4 ) , i f ^ i s a s c a l a r c o n s t a n t t h e n , 
J 
oo (1-p) ( j ) 
e ( ; ^ z ) = E ; ( A z ) 
i=o ( i - p ) . 
( 1 - p ) J ( j ) 
= s : : — ; — A z 
J = 0 ( l - p ) j ^ p 
i s a b s o l u t e l y conve rgen t if ] ^ | 1|( 1-p) x+( 1-q) iyjj < 1 . . . . ( 6 . 1 . 1 2 
1, 
Since l im sup l a J - ^ = a i t f o l l o w s t h a t given £ > C, 
t h e r e e x i s t s an i n t e g e r J such t h a t 
1 
j 
I a J < ( a + £ ) fo r a l l 3 >, J ( 6 . 1 . 1 3 , 
Now, 
» ( 1 -p ) , , , ( J ) . 
f ( z ) | < Z l a J l z If a"^ so by ( 6 . 1 . 1 3 ) , 
J -1 ( 1 - p ) ^ ( j ) CO ( 1 - p ) ^ j ( j ) 
| f ( z ) | < E ; | a J | 2 + E ( a + £ ) 2 
3 ^ ( 1 - P ) j , p ' J=J ( 1 - P ) j , p 
By (6.1.12) the latter series is absolutely convergent for 
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( a + £ ) II ( l - p ) x + { l - q ) i y | l < 1, or 
1 , 
11 (l-p)x+(l-q)iy|| < < f 
This proves the theorem e s t a b l i s h i n g a useful convergence c r i t e -
r ion for s e r i e s of the form ( 6 . 1 . 1 1 ) . 
(a ) 
^ 2 . THE DISCRETE POWER (z-z^) . - As mentioned in the previous 
n 
chapte r , analogues of the function z where n i s a non-
negative in tege r , have been studied in the theor ies of Isaacs 
and Duffin. I t i s bel ieved tha t no analogue for the more general 
a 
power z has been found in the d i s c r e t e ana ly t ic function 
theory . In fac t in Problem 1 of [30] the question of finding 
1 
an analogue for the funct ion z i s posed. 
In the q-funct ion theory the funct ion (x-x^) i s 
' o'a,q 
defined by the infinite product, 
'^^ "^ o^ a a ^ ^ ; 
This is now used to construct a (p,q)-analytic analogue of the 
a 
function (z-z.) where a is an arbitrary scalar constant. 
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The rea l func t ion (x-x ) s a t i s f i e s the fol lowing, 
o a ,p 
r ) p , x ^'^"'^o^a^p (l-p)x 
a (^ -V ' ^^o^p a a ( ^ " V P ^ L . p 
X - p X 
U-P%/-)»,p (l-P""' V^L,p 
( 1 - p ) X 
and on s imp l i f i ca t ion 
j j (x-x ) = (x-x„ ) , (6.2,1) 
rVp.x o ' a ,p {i^p) o a - l , p 
(a ) 
The d i s c r e t e power ( z-z ) » z £ Q , i s defined as , 
J J (a) =0 ( 1 -p ) (1 -q) i 
( 6 . 2 . 2 ) 
where a is an a r b i t r a r y s c a l a r c o n s t a n t . 
I t can r e a d i l y be shown t h a t the s e r i e s converges absolu-
t 
t e l y for a l l z £ Q such t h a t y < | x ^ j | . Moreover the function 
i s ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c in the region of convergence and s a t i s f i e s the 
cond i t ions , 
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. (a) (1-p^ (a-1) 
(0) 
(ii) (z-z^) = 1 
(a) 
(iii) 0 = 0 , a > 0 
Hence the function is a discrete analytic analogue of 
a 
the c l a s s i c a l power ( z - z ) . Furthermore in the spec ia l case 
a = n where n i s a non-negative i n t e g e r , the s e r i e s (6 .2 .2) 
(n) 
can be seen to reduce to the s e r i e s r ep resen ta t ion of (z-z^) 
given by theorem 5 . 3 . 1 . 
I t can e a s i l y be shown t h a t 
(1-P)3 o (1-^) 
lim lim SxH. X x m X x i i j T 
p - > l CT-^l ( 1 - P ) a . j , p ( l - q ) j , q (1-P)^ 
a(a- l) (a-j+1) 
a-J 
and t h a t lim (x -x^)^ . „ = (x-x^) . Hence, p_^ 1 o a - j , p o 
(a) a 
lim lim (z-z ) = (z-z ) . 
p—> 1 q—> 1 
(a) 
When ZQ is real, the function (Z-ZQ^ ^^^ ®^ expressed 
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in terms of the con t inua t ion opera to r Cy as fol lows. 
By ( 6 . 2 . 2 ) , when y^ = 0 , 
(a) 
J 
J « ( 1 - P ) a , p (1-^) ( z - x . ) =E 7 ( iy ) (x-x ) . 
j=0 ( 1 - P ) a . i o ^ l - q ) i a^ l -P)^ ^ ' ^ 
. • • . . ( 6 *2 .3 ) 
Now 
(1-p) a , p 
a-j+1 
(1 -p )^ „ (1-p ) 
oo,p 
'^-P'a-J.P 
°°tP " t P 
Ci-P ^ -^ *^ ) 
oo,p 
a+1 
(1-P ) oo,p 
a-j+1 
= (1-P ) J . P 
and so, 
(a) =0 ( 1 - q ) j 
= E ( iy ) 
a-j+1 
(1-P ) J . P 
i^ ( l - q ) j , q (1-p) 
( X-X ) . , 
o a- j ,p * 
whence by (6 .2 .1) 
(^ -Xo ) 
( a ) CO ( l - q ) 
= Z 
J=0 ( l - q ) . , , (iy)' f,J^^-^o^^-iJ 
= V(x-Xo)a.j .p]- . . . . (6.2.4) 
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The s e r i e s (6 .2 .3 ) converges abso lu te ly for a l l Z£,Q 
such t h a t y < |x | . If x = 0 i t follows t h a t the se r i e s 
d iverges for a l l z £ Q . Hence the above expression for 
(a) 
(z-z^) i s only va l id i f z^ ^ 0 . 
A product formula in terms of the convolution • is 
(a) 
now deduced for funct ions of the form (z-x ) , x^ r e a l , ' a ' 
a 
a r b i t r a r y sca la r cons t an t . From Hahn [ 5 0 ] , (x-x^)^ (x-q ^Q)Q= 
(X-XQ) g, for general cons t an t s , a , p . Hence by (6 .2 .4 ) and 
the d e f i n i t i o n of * , 
(a ) a (p ) a 
( Z - X Q ) * ( z - q XQ) = Cy [ ( X - X ^ ) ^ ( x - q x^)^] 
(a+P) 
= ( z-x ) ( 6.2.5) 
This i s a gene ra l i z a t i on of the r e s u l t obtained in (5 .3 .3) 
for the addi t ion of in teger powers. 
A s imi la r formula appl ies if z i s purely imaginary. 
however (6 .2 .5) does not follow for a r b i t r a r y complex z . 




are now cons idered , 
(a) (z-z^) 2 
By ( 6 . 2 . 2 ) , j J 
^ (1 -p )^ (1-q) i 
(z-z^) 2 = Z 2 j=0 ( 1 - p ) , ( 1 - q ) . ( l - p ) J i - j , p 
where (^"^0)1 "^ ^ 1—' 
^ j , p ^ J X 
and = ( l - p )^ n ' 
( l - p ) i ^ 'P 
^ J . P 
Hence, ^ 
d V ) . „ (1-q) i (y-y^) 
(1-q) . „( l -p) X ( l -p2 -2) 
Which converges for a l l z£Q such t h a t y < |x | . 
(b) (z-p XQ) 
With r e spec t to the opera tor • t h i s function i s the 
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inverse of (z-x^) s ince 
(-1) (z-xo) * (z -p xo) = Cy [ (x -x^ ) (x -p XQ)_^] 
Now (x-p Xo)_j^ = x 
px 
(1 - — ) 
- 1 ^^ X ^oo,p 
(1 - —) 
( x-x^) 
Hence, 
(z-x^) * (z-p x^) =Cy [1] 
= 1 . 
(-1) 
A d i s c r e t e power s e r i e s can be derived for (z-p x ) 
-1 
which i s analogous to the power s e r i e s for (z-x^) given by 
J 
- 1 CO Z 





(z -p XQ) = C [ (x -p XQ)_J^] ; y < 





( l - q ) . rip.x (X-XQ) 
( l - q ) j 
- 2 ( iy) [-
(1-p) J .P 
i ^ ( l -q ) • •] (1-p) (Vx)j^^^p 
(-1) 
or ( z -p X.) = - I 
( i - p ) j . p (1-^) 
J 
( iy ) 
J * C l - p ) ' ( l - q ) ^ ^ ' V < > j ^ l , p 
J » M 
From Hahn [ 5 0 ] , 
= E (-1) J ^^-^^J .q j 
(1+x)^ j O ( l - q ) X < 1 
• • • •% (6«2»6 ) 
J . q 
I t follows then t h a t for x < ix I 
' 0 ' 
-1 <» ( i - p ) j , p ( l - q ) 
( z-p x^) = - E ( iy) E 
. J+1 
j » (1-P )k ,p - j - l - k 
J O ( l - p ) J ( l - q ) j , q lc=0 (1 -p ) , ^ , 
'^o 
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. Z Z p , j ( i y ) ; ^ X X 
k " ^ 1 
OO j ' 1 - P ' k . p d - " ) k * ^ ' " ' j - l ' -P - j - 1 > k 
• Z Z r ( iy ) X X 
k 
. Z XQ E jj X ( i y ) . 
Hence if y < | x^l , x < | x | , i . e . H z 1| < | x^| , i t follows 
t h a t 
( j ) 
(-1) OO Z 
( z - p x^) = - Z -rrrj ( 6 . 2 . 7 ) 
" i=0 -^^^ 
Using s imi la r methods to (b) above, i t can be shown 
- 1 
t h a t for II zll < |p x^ l , 
j ^ [ j ( j + l ) + n ( n + l ) ] + n j 
(_n) OO ( l - P ) - n , p ^^"^^ P - " - j 
(z-x^) = Z 7- (-X ) z^J 
. . . . . (5 .2 .8 ) 
where n i s a p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r . 
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S3. DISCRETE MACLAURIN SERIES- To include the point (C,C), 
extend the definition of R (from (4.2.4)) as follows; 
R^ R U(0,0) (6.3.1) 
A discrete function f is said to be (p,q)-analytic on 
R if it is (p,q)-analytic on R and in addition. 
lim C| [f(x,y)] 
(x,y) > (0,0) H 
e x i s t s . The l i m i t i s denoted by ^ f ( 0 , 0 ) . v6.3.2) 
Under ce r t a in condi t ions the d i s c r e t e Maclaurin s e r i e s 
can be shown to represen t a ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c funct ion, proviced 
the s e r i e s converges. For example the following theorem holds: 
THEOREM 6 . 3 . 1 . Let f be ( p , q ) - a n a l y t i c in R . If 
f (z) = C [ f (x ,0 ) ] = C [ f ( 0 , y ) ] , the s e r i e s r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s 
y * 
of C , C^ being uniformly and abso lu t e ly convergent in R, 
then 
» (1-q) . J ( j ) 
f (z) = Z — Q [ f ( 0 , 0 ) ] z , 
J ^ ( l - q ) ^ , , ^ 
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the s e r i e s being a b s o l u t e l y c o n v e r g e n t f o r a l l z £ R 
PROOF: f (z ) = C^ [ f ( 0 , y ) ] , 
whence by ( 4 . 2 . 1 6 ) , 
J 
« (1-p) J J . 
f ( , ) = s ^ X ^ [ f ( 0 , y ) 3 . 




<» ( l - p ) j j 
f (x ,C) = l im Z ^ ^ n V Cf (0 ,y ) ] 
V^-^0 j=0 ( 1 - p ) . ^ " "^ 'Y 
and by uniform convergence , 
j 
(1-p) j ftj 
f (x ,0 ) = Z X lim Q [ f ( 0 , y ) ] 
j=o (1-p) . ^ r - ^ o ^ ' ^ ' y 
J f P 
By ( 6 . 3 . 2 ) , 
» ( l - p ) i 1 
f(x,0) = E ^ J y [f(0,0)] 
Now f(z) i s also given by 
13: 
f ( z ) = Cy [ f ( x , 0 ) ] 
and so by the above. 
- (1 -q ) j .3 «» (1-P) k ,k 
f ( z ) - S ( i y ) ^ - ^ I ^ X ^ [ ( C O ) ] 
( l - q ) j « ( 1 - p ) k . '<+j 
( i y ) E X ^ f ( C , c : 
oo 
= r 
j ^ ( i - q ) j , q ^=^ ^ ^ - P ^ k , p 
By a b s o l u t e convergence the summation can be r e a r r = ".ged 
to g i v e , 
k k ' - k 
f ( z ) = Z ^ f ( 0 , 0 ) I j -
- ( l - q ) ^ j ( j ) 
= E 5 [ f ( 0 , 0 ) ] 2 
This proves the theorem. 
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Theorem 6 .1 .2 provides as a d i r e c t consequence a 
condi t ion for convergence of the d i s c r e t e Maclaurin s e r i e s 
as fol lows; 
1 
THEOREM 6 . 3 . 2 . If l im sup j | ^ f ( 0 , 0 ) | ] = a, then zr.e 
s e r i e s 
oo 
J: '—;—^ [f(o,o) z 
converges absolute ly for a l l z such t h a t 
II ( l -p)x + ( l-q)iyi l < - . 
a 
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